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A Year of Change 

'86-'87 brought many changes to the Goucher campus. 
Officially gone were the days of womens' education, as the 
trustees voted to begin admitting men. Gone was the former 
Dean and Vice President Pearson, and gone were the bushes 
In front of the chapel. New professors brought new Ideas, re
novations brought a feeling of freshness, and the Dance De
partment brought Into being a new building. 

Yet 9 p.m. Friday and Saturday still finds the arrival of the 
mids, and any time still finds the arrival of the Hopkins entou
rage. Hot Steel and the Beach Party still create the backbone 
of the first semester social calendar. The Hopkins shuttle still 
runs, and the saga of SAGA continues. 

Change: "Still ending, and beginning still." 
(Cowper - The Task) 
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The 
Tradition 

Ends 
May 10, 1986 the board 

of trustees votes to 
admit men. 



Sam Saturday May 10, 1986, in an atmo
sphere reminiscent of the 1960's student pro
tests, over 200 students marched to the Alum
nae house carrying signs and placards in oppo
sition to the coeducational proposal. Outside 
the Alumnae House students chanted and sang 
songs of protest, Inside the board of trustees 
were engaged in a tense discussion. At noon 
the meeting adjourned and the landmark deci
sion was announced: Goucher would admit men 
to Its undergraduate program. Although stu
dents immediate response was that of anger 
they accepted the challenge of this bold 
change. The new Goucher is In the making. 
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Rhoda M. Dorsey 
President 

Gerald Duff 
Vice President and Academic Dean 

Martin Berlinrood 
Associate Dean 

Julie Collier-Adams 
Vice President and Dean of Students 

Marianne Ten Eyck 
Associate Dean of Students and Director of Student 
Activities 
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Kim Bennett 
Acting Director of Residential Life 

----------------------. .. 

Robert Robinson 
Director of Campus Security and Safety 

Richard Macintyre 
Director of Physical Plant 

David Healy 
Vice President for Finance and Planning 

-Rebecca Dinan 
Chaplain 
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Helen Cohen 

Health Center Staff: Dr. Norman Poulsen. Peggy Baker, Maggie Whall. Harlean Millman. Lynn 
Andrews. 

Peggy Holden 
Career Counselor 

Assistant Director of Career Development 

Edward Duggan 
Director of Career Development 
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William Ficek 
Lead Mail clerk 

Nancy Engelhardt 
Registrar 

Alumnae Affairs: Maureen Danz, Nancy Wagner. 

Fritzi Benson 
Coordinator of Rental Facilities 

Gayle Diffenderffer 
Administrative Secretary to Dean of Students 
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Judith Phair, 
Ann lano Vice president for Public Relations 
Director of Publications 

Carol Zheutlin 
Director of Media Relations and Special 
Events 

Kathleen Fitzsimmons 
Director of Capital Projects 
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Faye Perry 
Director o f Financial Aid 
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Mary Brune 
Suzanne lewis 
Director of Admissions 

Assistant Director of Admissions 

Admissions Counselors: Scott Greatorex, Sally Boatman, Tim Hay
den. 

Admissions Staff: Mary Lou Bates, Mickey Silverio, Sybil Hebb, Jean 
Schumann. 

Vicki Cohen 
Assistant Director of Admissions for Alumnae 
Admissions Representatives 
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Robert France 
Accounting Clerk 

Pauletta Smith 
Senior Accounting Clerk 

Charles Cross 
Controller 

Melanie Jordan 
Senior Cashier 

Jewel Graner 
Lead Accounts Payable Clerk 
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larry Bielawski linda Fowble 
Director of Academic Computing Supervisor of Academic Computer Laboratory 

Data Center Staff: Mary Benick , Edie Metius, Jane White, Pat Powers. · David Bosley 
Supervisor of Administrative Computer center. 

library Staff: Back Row: Betty Kondayan, l illie Brinkley, Sheila Parsons; Front Row: Alice Tramontana , Eliza
beth Jedlicka, Barbara Simons, Debbie Fleming, Hilary Hahn, lo Mears, Steve Hahn. 
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Development Office Staff: Marsha Mogowski, Ilene Dopkin, Patricia Patricia Clement 
Blanchard. Supervisor of Annual Giving Office .. ~~~~~ 

Michael Ahrenberg 
Supervisor of Printing Office 

Bookstore Staff: Betty Fray, Dennis Bosley, Nancy Clarke, Dorothy Barnard. 

) 

' 
Personnel Office Staff: Mary Burke, Rita Dziuba. lee Stevens 

Director of Personnel Services 
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•Matthew lalumia 
Assistant Professor of Art 

A 
r 
t 
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B.G. Muhn 
Lecturer in Art.o. 
David Kovner 
Assistant Professor of Art.o. 
Edweird Worteck, Jr 
Assistant Professor• 



William Johnson 
Associate Professor of Biology 

\• 

Janet Shambaugh 
Assistant Professor of Biology 

Nancy Fait 
Teaching Assistant of Biology 

Helen Habermann 
Professor of Biology 

Leleng To 
Assistant Professor of Biology 

Biology 
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Barton Houseman 
Chairman of Chemistry Department 

~ ~ 
\ 

,. 
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Hilda Fisher 
Supervisor of Chemistry Laboratories 

30 FACULTY-CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS 

David Horn 
Professor of Chemistry 

Robert Dooley 
Electronics Specialist in Physics 



Lewis Walker 
Professor of Chemistry 

Chemistry and Physics 

.. 
Esther G ibbs 

Assistant Professor of Chemistry 

All Bakhshai 
Assistant Professor of Physics 
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Gayle Economos 
Lecturer in Communication 

Jean Wilhelm 
Associate Professor of Communications 

Edward Worteck 
Assistant Professor of Communications 

Communication 
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·Shirley Peroutka 
Instructor of Communications 

Gary Edgerton 
Associate Professor of Communications 



Katherine Ferguson 
Lecturer in Dan~e 

Chrystelle Bond 
Professor of Dance 

Kathy Wildberger 
Instructor of Dance 

\ 

Juliet Forrest 
Instructor of Dance 

Laura Dolid 
Lecturer in Performing Arts. 

Dance 
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Arlynne Stark 
Director of Dance/Movement Therapy 

Dance Therapy 
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Judith Fischer 
Assistant Professor of Dance/ Movement Therapy 

Elvira Horne 
Secretary-Dance/ Movement Therapy 



Lydia Harris 
Associate Professor in Economics 

' \ 
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Leo Swinderman 
Lecturer in International Economics 

Theodore Suranyi-Unger 
Professor of Economics 

Katharine Jacobs 
Assistant Professor of Economics 

Alfred Drummond 
Assistant Professor of Economics 

Economics 
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Barbaro Gould 
Assistant Professor of Education 
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Eli Velder 
Chairman of Education Deportment 

Aolf Muuss 
Professor of Education 
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.a.Betty Sutherland 
Lecturer In English 

•Alma Nugent 
Assistant Professor 
of English 
Penelope Cordish 
Instructor in English~ 

English 

•Jeffrey Myers 
Assistant Professor of English 

.a.Carol Williams 
Lecturer of English 
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.a.Laurelynn Kaplan 
Assistant Professor of English 

•William Hedges 
Professor of English 



d Burke" Baker 
&Jean "lorf H' tory Department Chairman o Is 
Julie Jeffery 
Professor of History• 

History 

•Kent lancaster 

Professor do~~~!o~~rdaglio ,.Peter an 
Instructor in History 
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Barry Buchaff 
Lecturer In Management 

lleane Rosenthal 
Assistant Professor of Management 

Management 
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I 
Charles Yankovich 

Lecturer In Economics and Management 

Debra Sherwin 
Assistant Professor of Management 



Frederic Gooding 
Assistant Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science 

Aal)mond Geremia 
Associate Professor of Mathematics and Computer Sciene 

Aobert Lewand 
Chairman of Mathematics and Computer Science 

Elaine Koppelman 
Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science 

Mathematics and 
Computer Science 
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Joan Morrison 
Assistant Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science 

Bernadette Tutinas 
Associate Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science 

Mathematics and 
Computer Science 

Diane Bielak 
Lecturer of Mathematics 

Suzanne Sands 

• 
\ 

"' 

Assistant Professor of Mathematics and Compute 
Science 
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Douglas Stenberg 

Instructor of Russian 

Frederic Musser Jr. 
Professor of French 

Sibylle Ehrlich 
Associate Professor of German 

Henriette Leanos 
Associate Professor of French 

Janet Dudley-Eshbach 
Associate Professor of Spanish 

Rudy Lentulay 
Professor of Russian 

Modern 
languages 
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Lois Dooley 
Language Lab Assistant 

\ \ . 

Rebecca Heumann 
Lecturer in Modern Language 

PHOTO 
NOT 
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Wolfgang Thormann 
Professor of French 

Barry Weingarten 
Assistant Professor of Spanish 

Sylvie Borrely 
Lecturer in Modern Languages 

Modern languages 
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Sergio Algol 
Professor of Spanish 

Nadezhda Peterson 
Instructor in Russian 



Robert Lewis 
Professor of Music 

Music 

Lisa Goldman 
Instructor in Music 
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Joseph Morton 
Professor of Philosophy 

John Chamberlain 
Chairman of Religion Department 

.... , ... 

John Rose Philosophy and Religion 
Assistant Professor of Philosophy 
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Sally Bourn 
Associate Director of Physical Education 

Joan Keyser 
Director of Physical Education 

Diane Corbett 
Athletic Trainer and Instructor 

Janet McBrien 
Director of Aiding 

I 

Susan Feldman 
Assistant Director of Physical Education 

Richard Morris 
Aquatics Director 

Physical 
Education 
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Marianne Alexander 
Adjunct Prafessar af Political Science 

\' \ 

James Stoner 
Instructor of Politics and Public Policy 

Politics and 
Public Policy 

Marianne Githens 
Chairman af Political Science Department 
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L. Kay Munns 
Professor of Political Science 

Eric Singer 
Chairman of International Rela
tions Department 



Jean Bradford 
Professor of Psychology 

Susan Cowles 
Teaching Assistant of Psychology 

(' 

' '· 

Katherine Canada 
Assistant Professor of Psychology 

Richard Pringle 
Chairman of Psychology Department 

PHOTO 
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Norman Bradford 
Lecturer in Psychology 

Psychology 
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' l Rolf Muuss 
Acting Chairman of Sociology and Anthropology 

Susan Doering 
Lecturer in Sociology 

Sociology and Anthropology 

Roger Rasnake 
Assistant Professor of Sociology and Anthro 
pology 

Joan Burton 
Assistant Professor of Sociology 
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Theatre 

•Jean Wilhelm 
Associate Professor of Theatre 
•Barry Knower 
Professor of Theatre 
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Jan Jackson 

Lecturer in Women's Studies 

Judith Markowitz 

Lecturer in Women's Studies 

Women's Studies 
52 FACULTY-WOMEN'S STUDIES 
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Alcock 

Front row: Cindy Kim, Elaine Laschi. Deb Harris, Mary Beth Dinubile, Amy Aachleff, Sec
ond row: Francesco Cafome, Nina Pritzker, Michelle Kellog, Third row: Michelle Barbe, Rose
mary Ramirez, Betsy Bennett, Brandy Halpin, Melissa Sloboda, Sue Lawshe, Lisa Hammer
sley, Fourth row: Lisa Merritt, Lauren Magidson, Kim Fenzel, Kris Powell , Pat Lloyd, Crystle 
Wallace. 

Tea Party! Come one come all. 

Arms Up the breeze is coming. 

She is alivel 

Mail! Mail! thank God for mail. 



Bacon 
I 

Another tough year another tough 
night! 

Front Row: Coraline Green, Stac1;1 Blank, Rachel Gordon, Nina Leichter. Marissa Gray. Second Row: April Serig. Wendy 
Newman. Heather Doerbecker, Julie Squire, Nora Breuer. Allison Klein, Gauri Nandedkor, Third Row: Leslie Ray, Jackie 
Adams, Wendy Doudrick . Melina Georgitsis. Lori Sherman, Daphne Robins, Amy Bickel. Beth Stafford, Brendo Crocker. 
Monica Addison. 

Party Time and Break Time - every 
5 minutes! 
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Fredrick spring collection. 
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Bennett 

front row: Cathy Seibert. Phil. Andrea Lee, Stephanie Bitterman second raw: Pearl Kaiser, Gayle Goldman, Freyd• 
Weis, Denise Redington, Susie Bonwell, Carla Guttinger third row: Naomi Penney, Annitsa Arbes. Gina Graham, Jennife 
Stuebing, Nita Wofford, Arlene Waldman. fourth row: Kris Robinson, Amy Winand, Leah Smith, Helene Navin, Jennife 
Lapham 



Conner 

CONNOR HOUSE Front Row: Leslie Klein. 
Anne Jedlicka, Laura Zelley, Lynn Tieri, Kim , 
Chase. Second Row: Nicole Schafer. Rene 
Meyers, Amy Hurlburt, Aliso Resnick, Mar
garete Snowden, Cheryl Schwartz. Kristin 
Kosloski, Renee Frank, Third Row: Kelly Rog
ers. Karolyn Steadman, Allison Manry. Don
na Johnson, Tara, Gina Hardin, Tallo Asfour. 
Kerri Sussman, Jenifer Daniels, Wendy 
White, Stephanie Willey, Dori Wolner, Kiley 
Harris, AI Drummond. 
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Dulaney 
Sophomore presidents Gabrielle and Morisa . . . we are the girls, the girls that go. the girls that go to Goucher . . . a Iitie green 

box ... Phi Psi ... you know what I'll say . . . Chester 's Place . . . Donut Sales . . . K.C. and Frank -congratulations . . . Pretty in pink 
.. . Polly made it . .. limited male visitation? ... ? . . . Frats ... new furniture ... thumper in Commons Aoom . . . " Hi 0 !" ... dialated 
pupils .. . crayons . .. alphabet . . . Pretty Pink Drinks . .. mids and freshmen . .. Senior Thesis . .. a mouse! . . . Mom ... Howabout 
that Commons room T.V.? . .. Straight Aun .. . figment (pete) ... SCUBA ... New Kitchen ... Black chairs ... Beth's Gourmet Popcorn 
. . . Kennedy lives . .. I don't know. ask Kelly . . . Happy Birthday calls to Indiana ... na,na.na.na.noooo .. . Popcorn In the Hallway 
.. . chips-n-dip . . . transfers . . . 4th floor . .. home of the whipper .. . original-chunky . . . 50 yard dash from Poor Richards ... Jeff 
. . . Nilla Wafers . .. "the boys" from 4th floor . . . old men . . . Emerald the bird .. . ssshhh. I'm right here . .. Bobbing for apples 
at dinner . .. Mez- do you do windows? ... Peg + Garfield .. . Honey. I love him, he is fine . . . new bathrooms . .. tennis . .. volleyball 
. . . field hockey . . . Doug don' t drive 55 . . . Dulaney cocktail party . . . He was cute, I was pretty . . . Good luck Seniors. we wish you 
wellllll 

Front row: Tracve Grinnage. Beth Gaffe, Usa Lippman, Michele Rollins, Cvnthia Earman, Pollv Ullmars; Sec
ond row: Beth Doolittle, Marisa Cammarata, Audrev Landberg, Jeannine Perrault, Anna-Marie Christello, Kath
erine Perrv (K.P.), Sheila Gaspar; Third row: Susan Seitner, Us Sinniger, Michele Perri. Tracie Sullivan, Barbara 
Valente, Angie McBrien, Owen Mandanas, Jennifer Sharkev. Fourth row: Peggv Shirra, Usa Rosenbaum, Kellv 
Beam, Gabrielle Haves, Michelle Naame, Amanda Crider, Anne Rash, Gidget Biscardi. Michelle Gellman, Kellie 
Hagar, Hilarv Thalman, K.C. Canada, Virginia Easter, Stacev Kish. 



Gallagher 
rt~)' tl 
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GALLAGHER HOUSE Front Row: Shea Crofoot . Ann Knotts , Tina Messina, Tamar Fleischman Second Row: 
Jill Austin, Dede LaBarre, Lysa Stone, Nancy Hoffmann. Lisa Hartman, Third Row: Mei Hsu's sister, Stacey Sco
field. Joanne Curtiss. Cissy Fitzgerald , Crystal Wallace, Renee Piskor. Fourth Row: Denise Fellin, friend , Jill Tobias, 
Karyn Kale. Sharon Whelchel. Lisa Hammersly. Margaret Sacra, Doug Stenberg . Kerri Mellot . 

We salute you! 
Smile pretty for the camera. 

GALLACHER 

"A\ ~ I~ - L '-' -
,.._)0 fl\.J.-.lJ C/YYI u :7 Ll..()'Y/ e.._.) 

To loo..(UJ-l,~ IJ._ ~ 

Dr. Doug In Dr. Denton's. 
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Gamble 

lying down in front : Tracey Hirsch, second row: Tamiklo Neal. Debbie Zweibach, Lila Heyman, Kathy Bruno. Lauren Frasciello, Felice Spl 
gel, Sara Alexander, Lisa Cohen, Amy Copperman. Sarah Tanz third row : Jackie Alppill , Cynthia D'Angelo, Diane Crocker, Dawn Clayton. €! 
Miskimon, Constance Frost, Deborah Lightfoot , Shannon Smith, Tina Gray. Molly Cronin . Nancy Phillips. fourth row: Kate Hedstrom, linds• 
Sullivan. Joy Kanter . linda Davis , Kate Stauffer. Molly Swantek , Dianne Corbett (Goucher neighbor). Lisa Fang. Betsy Donaldson, Lisa MaulE 
Betsy Cox, Gamble 's Godzilla. 

Let's Go METS! Skanguage. Cadets RULE! G.M.&T.L.N. Brrrrrrr. 
The 56 Oh,Jmpics were in Helsinki, man. Joe Rad-Freedy-Butt But
ter-JJJJJJ ... Jason. "I don't give uo, I just changed my 'Tlind. Mr. 
''Can we talk?'· The knights of knee ... Knee.Knee Knee-We will 
. .. We will . . . Rock you . The climax of the World Series Fever . 
O.K.,Bye Bye-LNMC-Uh,oh .. . better get Mikol I didn't mean to 
turn you on- Jose Cuervo you are a friend of mine-Stiff & rigid as 
a steel bar . Lambchop. Sax rules! Click, Click, Click- Are we having 
fun yet? ... NO!!! "IT"! You Be lllin ' -Hey ,Hey we 're the Monkees
What is butt butter? l 0 l /2 ... The home of Godzilla-Hershey 
squirts-Our friend from New York-llove it!!! Your clothes ... give 
them back to me now! I' ll be back-Jane Fonda-Gucher Gals-The 
Buttle . Hell 0, HBL'S Home of the Budwoman- And what is your fa 
vorite movie? Request to use the bathroom ... SIR! Shake it up 
baby now-granola,sala salad, and popcorn-Man in the can- they 
have their "beep" caught in their their chemistry books! Heineken 
... Paps Blue Ribbon!!!! "MEMORIES" 
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front row: Sarah Barnes, Elena Olson, Susan Dezenhall . Shiobhan Weston, Nanc1,1 Aar
on, Trina Chiara. second row: Tracv Cornell , Cindv Fischer, Corlie Huber. Veeni Poonlan , Sal
lvAnn Schwarz, Nandita Chopra, Suzanne Guir1,1. Laura Oldham, Elizabeth Cohen, Kristin Sich
ko. third raw: Michelle Becote, Michele McNult1,1. Toba Minkin, Lisa Horne, Pam Pagano, 
Carol Stakenas. Maria Mover , Hillarv Thrasher, Tammv Kemp, Carolvn Bund1,1. Barbara Tav
lor. Yewande Keleko, Nancv Call 

Let 's do lunch. Pss, the cookies are fresh. Life 's the 
Pit! Are we having fun yet? True Blue (the shower version). 
JDAP & her smelly sneakers. The Kung Fu Kid. NoNa-No-Na. 
Ghost stories. Where's she at. cowl and tawk. The MENu. 
Well alright. You know it. Thepphone queen is ln. Pull that 
alarm! The time has go that I must come. It 's feudal. I want 
to be a lawn. F. Y .I the only guy that calls me Is Harvey the 
heavy breather. Do you want some colored popcorn? Del
ta Omega Aoe the best greek at Goucher. Jon you 're the 
best I.L.U.A.T.I. Stay off the phone, Jan .might call. For a 

. I 
good t1me come to the Dez-Aarn massage parlour. Did 
someone mention food? Hpppah Hoovasl " Oh, Veen, 
what do you mean you found someone else? You mean 
she plays as awesome as me? asked the Volleyball God
dess. "No, Veen, Tam, say that isn 't truelll" Is that you 
Kurtrina? p.s. Yok. Veeni, "You vex me sol!" You Absolute 
Goddess. Oh well! Louie's bookstore. The Tandoor. 
Good Luck SENIORS! 
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lewis 

LEWIS HOUSE Front Aow: Jill Aamsburg. Callie Lechner. Aobin Yasinow. Stephanie Struthers Second Aow: Julie Swaby. 
Anne Hanlon. Julie Chabala, Stacy Stahler, Becky Gambrill. Mary-Faye Sproul, Third Aow: Tracy MacNiel, LoriAnn Selya, 
Allegra Brosco, Josephine Hinnegan. Teri Matais. Terina Beckwith, Kim Aovansek, Maureen Moran, Laura Thompson, 
Eileen Heeb, Lori Lynn Hale, Phyllis Arthur, Liz Ayers, Adele Delibera, Allison Herwitt, Claudine Hawkins, Sandy Zajac, 
Mimi Bourassa, Denise Coyne, Kathy Kuebler. Sharon Stowers, Debbie Hannah. Marjorie Boer. 

Rabbits are in seasons and friendships of the multiple 
kind. The joys of having a single. aah! 
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Probst 

Front Row: Virginia McMillan, Merrie Buchsbaum, Besianne Tavss, Nancy Morrison, Vashti McCollum, Amy Vozeolas, I 
Alison Cohen, Setu Vanlare; Second Row: Shannon Lane, Kathy Dwan, Kristin Conley , Judith Dinkelspiel, Melissa Holland, 
Erika Hoffman; Third Row: Sue Rose, Mary Fessler , Beth Swartz, Chris Slaven, Judy Weredyck , Amy Marinaccio, Tangie 
Velter . Anya Gregory. Emily Bishop. Yordi Seium; Fourth Row: Karyn Laidley , Kim Miller, Jacque Tubbs, Beth Marks. Portland 
Ridley, Jeni Gunther, Renee Parker. Wende Wright, Kim Lucas, Jane Callaghan, linda Morrison 

-Probst House-We wear our sun
glasses at night ... 2nd floor is an aviary 
... Dweebs . . . Boogie ... Peep . . . Do 
you think we can top last year's party? 
... Hey, please come watch a swim meet, 
you guys! ... We finally have a micro-

From Top: Goodnight Jane; getting ready for the 
Pre-Hot Steel Party; Anya, Chris and Tangle looking beau
tiful at Grad. '86; hey, want to race with KooiAid? 

wave .. . Shh, it'll be alright ... Bookends 
... Hey, Tangie, nice arms .. . Angles 
. .. Sylvie 's really a teacher? ... T .P. any-
one's room lately, Kris and Wende? ... 
Century Club ... We're through being cool 
. .. Gong Show '86 .. . Anybody going on 
a liquor run? .. . Progressives . . . Coolest 
Dean's Scholars we've ever mer live in 
this house .. . How many Dave 's? . . . 
Anya and the Spews . . . Tangie, Anya, 
Chris, Emily and Linda, we love you all and 
we'll miss you ... Just a ten-minute 
nap-Sure, Jeni ... Hit it, Lawrence . . . 
You guys should have seen us freshmen 
year ... I know she's in there, I see her 
light ... Probst Beach . .. Brownie points 
. . . Whose phone is that? 
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Heavy Metal Hall .. . Bon Jovi 
Shrine ... Resident Stud Muffins 
. .. Sholl we dine chez Heubeck? 
. .. That 's very special ... That 
isn't a cow, it's a bull! ... Was. 
that a cot I sow? ... We miss you 
Robinson Kitty ... First floor pop-
corn . . . Little Panama . . . The 
Looney Bus . .. Is that a fire drill? 
Not during Moonlighting! 
Good luck seniors! . . . Thanks 
again Patte, Keith, Josh and Ken
doll! 

NOT PICTURED: Courtney Good, Vlvlno 
Esquivel. Fiona Howe. Desiree Sanchez, 
Suzette Gardner. lassie Severence. Jill 
E. Cunningham, Katie Evans. Elizabeth 
Servello. Libby Newson. Hope Barmat, 
Adriana Angel. Kate Fltz~ee , Melissa De 
Saint Malo. Laura Hurwitt. Dorothy 
Schade, Dorothy Klein, Tracie Kelley. 
Aenee Stikes 
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Robinson 

FAONT AOW Amy Donovan. Claudia Aeyes, Michelle Bianco, Sally Fisher. Alicia Marks. Kim Lastra. Kristin Hatch, Sarah 
Goss. Evelina Arango, Heather Powers. SECOND AOW Nancy Powell. Kate Wesley, Amy Burkhart, Mary Lynn Wikner, Shi
reen Bagdesh. Julie Bauer, Penny McWilliams, Melissa Fry, Heather Brody. Jackie Farely. Kristina Seedorff 



Tuttle 
Tuttle House not Turtle Housel Meghan 
Orr. Madeline Brocklsh, Charne Furcon, 
Delisa Oaklev and Nora Wright have the 
floor to themselves. It 's a nice place to 
hang out and do vour work; or hide when 
vou're notl Some don't know where the 
house is, and some have mastered mak
Ing It up to third floor after 'a few too 
manvl 
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Tuttle Coop 

" . . . existential ennue." 

"The reason people 
sleepwalk is that their 
feet, having fallen asleep 
at some point in the day. 
are wide awake at night." 

I am the lizard king. I can do anything 

66 
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left to right : Karen Bauer, Elizabeth Gil
lespie, dinner guest Pat Lloyd, Marla DeAo
sa, Aoz Kooser. Cathy leslie, Holly lsbltsky, 
Flarn Jung. 

Dessert anyone? 



Wagner 1/3 

Quietl(here) 0 0 0 Those wild wom- col? 0 0 0 Hi Bob Smile Muriel we're ol
en of Wagner 0 0 0 Shamala Please don't most out Anyone want to give blood? 
pick up another guy 0 0 0 How many wed- 0 0 0 Chris stop dropping those pen
dings this spring? 0 0 0 Oh God it's that nies 0 0 0 MANDATORY house meet
time of the month 0 0 0 Welcome to the ings 0 0 0 Procrastinating big time 0 0 0 

3rd floor zoo 0 0 0 How many open knock and you're dead meat 0 0 0 

singles next semester 0 0 0 G oHo time 0 0 Ghosts in the bathroom 0 0 0 Wagner 
0 Bye Elena-see yo next fall 0 0 0 Duck beach 0 0 0 Who made popcorn 0 0 0 

Magnum duck 0 0 0 Please don't ask April 11th-another awesome party?!! 
Missy what she's doing after gradua- 0 0 0 Bye seniors we will miss yo but 
tion! 0 0 0 Macy' s is having a sale 0 0 0 thanks for the singles! 0 0 0 Wagner 11 
Stressed out 0 0 0 Chill out 0 0 0 Willi ever 3: Sometimes quiet, sometimes loud 
get out of here? 0 0 0 Please, no more but full of the bestcampers at Gou
complaints! 0 0 0 Steph is in Boston Again cher! 
0 0 0 Who won the football game Anni-

Front Aow: Shamela Pathy, Carrie 
Burns. Gigi Gillespie, Pam Beacham, 
laurie Kovens, Chris Jedrick, Second 
Aow: Denise Williams, Suzanne Kim. 
Muriel Maurer, Anne Jackson, Missy 
Hill, Kim Wright, l aura Naus, Karen 
King, Third Aow: Andrea Aoundey. 
Chris Meyer, Mary Frances Ren
strom, Stephanie Pugsley. Naomi 
Perlmuter. Annicol Marrocco, Rosan
na DiFatta, Darlene Keene, Fourth 
Aow: Aica Pineda 
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Wagner 3/4 

Front Row: Rebecca Tamny. Jocelyn Richards; Second Row: Noel Peek. Mary lx. Jennifer Nel
son , Ann Sherwood, Jennifer Brooks; Third Row: Brenda Rynn, Sandi Haselman, Rachel Bramhall, 
Renee Couto, linda Mandell, Jennifer Martin. Heidi Smaltz ; Fourth Row: Renya Kirschbaum, Karen 
Portugal, Lauren Yurchuck, Renee Rose , Megan Hobbie, Darcy Nair. Nadine Bender . 

Smile Pretty 

68 

The Freaks come out at night 

Let 's monkey around 



Winslow 

Housewives we aspire to be 

Third 

Front Row: Meredith Barbanell, Stephanie Fuhr, Soheila Zekri, Lisa Titchenell , Diane Uohoro, Stacey Notting
ham, Second Row: Liz Krome, Kathy Woodward. Heather Kidder, Lisa D'Augustino, Jenni Wilson. Wendy Thomp
son, Third Row: Karen Stein. Liz Alper, Chika Okamoto. Jen Stowers, Barbara Salazar, Lisbeth Fuentes. Rashmi 
Srivastava, Cynthia (Tanka) Jacobs, Selma Vives, Ellen Petschaft; Fourth Row: Jodi Deyke. Caroline Carroll , Cathy 
Weibart. Sally Macleod, Marcie Franz, Crystal Magee, Birgit Hottenrott, Dee Rufe, Beth McNeil. Denise Gotay, 
Kelly Davenport. Natasha Eaton. 
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front roUJ : Moritso Pores, lassie Severence. Sharon StoUJers, Rosemary Ramirez, Second RoUJ: 
Daphne Robins. Ann-Marie Kish, Rico Pinedo, Soheilo Zekri. Betsy Weingarten (capt) Betsy Bennet, 
Third roUJ: Robin Griffin, Abbe Milstein. Solly Boum (coach). Brandi Halpin. Virginia Easter, Susan 
BroUJn. 

The 1986 fall tennis finished its first year players contributed 43 indi
season by winning the CWAC confer- vidual regular wins and four conference 
ence title at the championships, which divisional championships. The team 
were held at Goucher . The team com- was lead by captain Betsy Weingarten. 
pleted the season with a record 8-5 for who was undefeated in singles through 
its first winning season since 1980, de- out the season. Weingarten. also rep
feating all conference opponents in the resented Goucher at the ITCA Small Col
process. The title is the second for the lege Women's Regional qualifying tour
Goucher tennis teams. the first was nament at Mary Washington College. 
captured during the 1983 season. Five 
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Elspeth Keller goes for gool. 1> 

Wendy Thompson fights for possession . .,. 
~Katharine " K.P." Perry dodges her opponent en-

route to the goal. 

74 SPORTS - FIELD 
HOCKEY 

First row; Jenny Wilson, Diane Aufe. Stephane Fuhr, Wendy Thompson, Michelle Rollins, Ann Jed
licka. Meg Imhoff . Second Row: Becky Gambrill , Ellspeth Keller. Erika Hoffman. Jennifer Martin. Elaine 
Nelfeld . Merrie Buschbaum, Sally Mcleod, Tracey McNeil. Third row: Jennifer Lapham, Sara Sclaroff, 
Leslie Ray. Kathy Dwan, Jackie Farley. Marsha Maroelli. MISSING: K. P.llll 



The 1986 Goucher College Field 
Hockey Team had an all-around terrif
Ic season, crowning everything by 
capturing the Chesapeake Womens 
Athletic Championship. On Thursday, 
October 30, the Goucher Team de
feated rival, Hood College 2-0, final
Izing their record at 9 wins, 2 losses, 
and 3 ties, and taking the champion
ship for themselves. The 22 athletes, 
captained by Stephanie Fuhr and 
Marsha Marcelli and coached by 
Joan Keyser, were an enthusiastic 
and intense group; this was demon-

strated by their teamwork on the 
playing field. 

High scorer was Sophomore 
Wendy Thompson, closely followed 
by freshman superstar Katharine Per
ry, both placed on the Baltimore Col
leges' Team. 

The Senior class was not Ae
prsented on the 1986 team, meaning 
that the entire '86 squad will be re
turning for a dynamite '87 season. 
We're looking forward to seeing next 
years results! 

<~ Wend1,1 Thompson charges past the de
fense towards the goal. 

.o. Elspeth Keller fights for the shot In the circle 
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Goucher 's volleyball team had a smashing season. This 
was the first winning season for the volleyball team. The 
season record was 11-9 and 2nd place in the CWAC tourna
ment, the best finish ever. Seniors Kathy Schultz, Stacey 
Kish, and Dawn Clayton are the first four-year players in the 
teams history. Co-captains Kathy Schultz and Stacey Kish 
again made the All-Conference team. 

Front row: Lisa Lardizabal. Suzi Feldman (coach), Melissa Holland, Sec
ond row: Darcey Nair, Dawn Clayton, lindsay Sullivan, Odette Huyke, Shan
non Smith. Third row: Barbie Hammer. Stacey Kish (capt.) Hillary Thrasher. 
Fourth row: Yordi Seium, Kathy Schultz (capt.) 
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Aiding 

Sarah Barnes. Heather Brody, Anna-Marie Christello. Sally Hildreth. Cheryl Macdonald, Cheryl Schwartz, and Michelle Skurnick 
with fellow riders. 

The Aiding Team competed in on-campus 
horse shows in the fall and spring in conjunction 
with the Baltimore County Horse Show Associa
tion. They also sponsored dressage shows, clin
Ics, lectures, and trips to the Washington Interna
tional Horse Show and the Baltimore Show Jum
ping Classic. 
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Look out National Velvet. Here I come. 

How do you get off this thing? 

Sally Hildreth on Flremist. 
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Basketball 

Back Row: Meg Imhof, Marsha Maroelli, Denise Coyne, lindsay Sullivan, Susie Feldman; Front Row: Darcy 
Nair , Betsy Weingarten. Ann Jackson 

"Here it comes! " 
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"Do you like what you see? 

The 1986-87 basketball team improved immensely during the season. The team members cheer~d each other on to victory and pulled together 
after a loss. Coach Susie Feldman taught the players some new innovative ploys. Port of January was spent training in order to compete effectively 
in the Chesapeake Women's Athletic Conference Tournament . Betsy Weingarten just finished off the season in perfect fashion with the College 's record 
for most points scored. 
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Dance 

It is difficult to comprehend that 20 years ago dance students gripped window sills 
and chairs in the gym lounges as substitutes for a barre during technique classes. The 
fact that in just 11 years, the dance major has matured to be one of the strongest and 
most reputable courses of study at Gaucher. deserves applause. This year their perse
verance and dedication payed off with the beautiful Elizabeth Conolly Todd dance stu
dio. 

The Elizabeth Conolly Todd studio, an addition to the Lilian Welsh studio, provides 
dancers with a spacious studio that can be transformed into a fully equipped informal 
theatre. It centralizes classrooms for dance history. music anatomy and choreography. 
and provides private offices far faculty members. The studio is funded by a gift from 
Elizabeth Conolly Todd, class of '21 , and a matching grant from the State of Maryland. 

The opening of the new facility was celebrated during the December 5th Gala 
Weekend. Flourishing with dance, the weekend included a dedication service for the 
studio, the gala Friday evening performance and black-tie reception.the Saturday per
formance and a wealth of master classes by artists-in-residence Gary Masters, Violette 
Verdy and Jean-Pierre Bonnefoux. 

The unifying theme for the weekend, " Celebrating Dance at Gaucher College" was 
carried out by the graphic for the posters, T -shirts. program covers and invitations. Con
ceived by the Baltimore design firm, Shub. Dirksten. Yates and McAIIister.lnc.. the design 
expresses movement by a figure symbolizing a male or female . 

The Gala performances featured New York City Ballet principal dancer. Patricia 
McBride, in Pavanne for a Dead Princess and a Tchaikovsky Pas De Deux with Peter 
Baal. Modern dance guest artists. Gary Masters and Nina Watts performed Jose Li
mon's The Exiles. Gary Masters performed with Fred Mathews, co-artistic director of 
their dance company. Kaliedescope. in Gemini. Guest artist Violette Verdy restaged 
Tapisserie Baroque, which premiered in Goucher's Winter Dance Concert. 

In addition, Assistant Professor of Dance. Juliet Forrest. and Kathy Wildberger pre
sented excellent programs during Gaucher 's Winter Dance Concert. 



Dance is certainly not a stronger to Goucher college, as it was first introduced in 1916, 
as a class in self-expression and interpretive movement. The ' 'natural dance ' ' of Isadora Duncan 
was added to the curriculum for non-academic credit. During this time. dance legends such as 
Jose Limonond and Doris Humphrey performed for receptive student audiences. 

During the 1960's , modern dance was offered in physical education classes. A dance club 
evolved, and through the spirited efforts of enthusiastic dancers the lecture-demonstration 
was formed. 20th century American Dance and its Relation to Modern Arts, our first dance history 
course, was approved by the curriculum committee in 1965. The dancers hod no place of their
own until 1967 when the lilioh Welsh Dance Studio opened. In 1975 dance become port of the 
Deportment of Performing Arts. And in 1983, the dance deportment become its own independent 
deportment. As we cross yet another threshold with a glorious new space, we realize there 
ore still many more trails to blaze. Dance majors hove benefitted by being involved in dance 
within a liberal arts context , learning that with a dream, talent. determination and dedication, 
opportunities for success ore infinite. 
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Swimming 

Back Row: Rich Morris, Michele McNulty, Stephanie Fuhr, Melissa Holland, Jenni Wilson, Kate Berry, Erika Hoffman, Susan Brown; 
Front Row: Katherine Perry, Diane Uohara, Cathy Weisbart, Kathryn Reiss, Virginia Easter, Arlene Waldman. 

Watch me fly ." 
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" Don' t you dare!" 

"On your mark, get set, go!" 

The swim team were the defending champions of their conference . They fin
ished the '87 season in second place. They collected six wins and only one loss 
in their conference. Overall, the swim team fnished their season with a record of 
7 wins and 4 losses. Melissa Holland placed first at the Maryland State champion
ship in the 50 yard Breaststroke. Morning practices, tethered swimming, and miles 
of grueling yardage were the dues paid for athletic pride. Captain Kate Berry re
ceived the first 4 -year varsity swimming award in six years. 
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laCrosse 

Katie Evans, Anne Jedlicka, Meg Imhof and Melissa Holland. 

'" Should I kill her now or later? "" 
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"I've hod better days!" 

The 1986-87 lacrosse team greatly improved over 
the course of the season. The team members were a 
dedicated group who survived the trenches of practices. 
Through out the season. Coach Joan Keyser provided 
support and initiative . Hopefully, the lacrosse team will 
continue to prosper next year . 
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Fencing 

Not only wos this o yeor of chonge for the college but olso for the fencing 
team. Although th.~ team started out with twelve members by the middle of the 
season only four members remained. The four members dedicated long hours 
of practice and maintained the spirit of teamwork. Coach Bujnovsky supported 
the team through rough times and was elated at their successes. Hopefully. next 
year's team will experience more unity and through teamwork will achieve higher 
goals. 
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Over one hundred students, 
Including Joan Kelly. carried 
signs, banners, and flowers on 
the morning of May 10, 1986. 

"AND Jll§T WHEN TOll 
THOllGHT THI§ 
§CHOOL WA§ FINALLY 
GOING TO BE NORMAL 
AGAIN, THEY HIT TOll 
WITH ... 

e 
\' 

ndeed, 
it was. 

This year will definitely be remembered in Gau
cher 's history as a year of change, if not , The Year 
of Change. From the coed decision to the long line of 
resignations the physical appearance of the campus, 
indeed, Goucher has changed. 

This face-lift began over sixteen months ago 
when the College 's Board of Trustees decided to 
consider coeducation as an option for the future of 
Goucher. Over the next three and one-half months. 
students demonstrated, petitioned. and rallied as 
the level of emotion grew higher and higher . On the 
morning of May 10. 1986, the news burst . Goucher 
was going coed. Beginning in the fall of 1987, the col
lege will begin admitting moles as full-time . under
graduate students. Over the next few days. a large 
number of students on campus went into a mourning· 
like silence. The campus became quiet , grey, and sol
emn: a new tradition started at Honors Convocation 
as hundreds of candles were lit in memory of Gou
cher's past as a women 's college. As the summer 
passed, emotions mellowed, and most students re
turned in September resigned to accept the change. 

September brought other changes , too. We re
turned to find that Jane Bollman, Carol Pearson, and 
Carol Weinberg. had all resigned over the summer. 
Bollman and Weinberg hod been quickly replaced by 
Faye Perry and Joe Caliguro. As usual. another search 

ear 0 

committee was formed to replace Dean Pearson. We 
also noticed more sprucing up all over the campus as 
Fisher houses were renovated , more landscaping 
was completed. and all of the bushes around the Cho· 
pel and Heubeck were removed . 

The Admissions and Public Relations Offices 
gave Goucher a new PR push using up-doted litera
ture, articles in The Sun, phone-o-thons , and hun· 
dreds of campus tours . The fall Open Campus Days 
place record numbers of prospective students and 
their parents on Goucher's campus. As of the writing 
of this article , the Admissions Office has interviewed 
74% more qualified female and mole applicants than 
they hod at this time lost year . 

As the semester quickly passed. new Dean and 
Vice-President , Gerold Duff . was hired to begin 
working in January. The Todd Donee Studio was com
pleted and dedicated during a gala donee weekend. 
The first semester ended just as it began, without a 
Director of Residential Living. as Joe Caliguro re
signed in December. 

We arrived back in January to find Goucher's first 
mole student , Jon Monheit , living in the Fisher Guest 
Room. By the end of that first week , two startling 
events hod occurred. First , we found that the year
book was in trouble. Four of five deadlines hod not 
been met, and the book may not be here by Honors 
Convocation in May. In the midst of this mess, Beth 
Ridgely . editor-in-chief of the Donnybrook Fair, re
signed. Two willing students , Dina Sigonos and Holly 
lsbitsky, volunteered to take over the position as co
editors and produce a yearbook . Secondly, we found 
out that Froelicher is going to be converted into the 
Bois-Robert French School next year . This fact proved 
to have a larger impact on Goucher as the traditional 
in-house room drawings went the way of a single-sex 

Gaucher. All roam drawings will now be campus-wide. 
Many students dislike this new system because no 
Ianger could we be sure of living In the some house 
for all four years. As this year of change comes to on 
end, Gaucher's future appears bright with a promis
Ing group of prospectlves, a revived school spirit, 
and a new gym complex on the horizon. 

The new Todd Dance Studio, a long-time 
dream of Goucher's dance majors, was dedi
cated on December 5. 1986. 
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In December. Joe Callguro, who took 
over the position In August, resigned af
ter just four months. 

Carol Weinberg, Director of Residential Living. resigned on July. 
1986, after seven years at Goucher . 

Carol Pearson took over the position of Academic 
Dean and Vice-President of the College In the fall of 1985 
and then resigned one year later. 

New Dean Gerald Duff took over the position 
in Jonuory of 1987. 

Holly lsbitsky and Dina Siganos became the new co-editors-in-chief of the Donny
brook Fair when ex-editor Beth Ridgely resigned on January 30, 1987. 

So, w-hat's 
next? 
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Looking Back . .. 
MAY 10,1986 
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Saturday, May 10, 1986 
" The Day of Infamy" 

L the course of 
less than one year, 
Goucher has 
completed an 180° 
about face. 
In the course of less than one year, Goucher as completed an 

180° about face. Until January. 1986, Goucher College hod always 
emphasized the Importance of an education at a strong liberal arts, 
women's college. Then. on January 26. all students received a letter 
from President Oorsev stating that the College 's Board of Trustees 
was once again seriously considering the Issue of coeducation for 
Goucher. 

The reactions of students and faculty varied greatly from anger 
to sorrow to hostllitv to excitement. During the semester. many stu
dents, parents. faculty, and staff part icipated In discussions, dem
onstrations. rallies. and press conferences. One afternoon. In 
March, students marched around the campus chanting " No men!" 
and " Better Dead than Coed." Thev ended their march in the Col
lege Center Courtyard where the press was wetting. Several stu
dents Including Sara Dorsch, Joan KelhJ. and Jennv Tyler. gave 
speeches as did physical education instructor, Solly Baum. 

As the decision day approached, the actions of students be
came stronger. As 7om on the morning of Saturday, May 10, 1986, 
over one hundred students and parents could be found at Gou
cher's front gate carrying signs and bonners with such sayings prin
ted on them as " Vote No Men," " 101 Years of Hypocrisy, " and 
" let our daughters hove o choice." These students greeted each 
trustee with chanting and waving as he entered the campus. This 
group of students paraded to the Alumnae House as the meeting 
was t o begin. Each Trustee was given a daisy with o message 
pinned to It as he entered the building at 9 o'clock. 

For over four hours, these students sat outside the Alumnae 
House chanting. singing. circling, and hoping against hope that o mir
acle would occur inside that dreaded room. As the morning passed, 
the tension level increased steadily. Finally, after what seemed like 
hours and hours of wait ing, President Dorsey opened the door and 
asked for silence. The student s quieted. and the President stated 
the decision: the trustees voted yes. The silence shattered; stu
dents screamed. cried, shouted. cursed. and ran everywhere. The 

TO 

• tn One 
dream of hope was gone forever. 

Students ran to the lotzer room, pushing aside seclKity guards 
to get inside to the press conference, in hopes that they wouk:f hear 
something different there. But the decision was indeed mode, and 
the conference only a formality. As it ended, zombie-like students 
drifted bock to the dorms to be by themselves, stopping only to 
place block flags on the flog pole and Fisher balcony. The campus 
took on a funeral-like appearance. Later that night. students dis
played their feelings one lost time by lighting a bonfire on the Pearl
stone lawn. 

That lost week of school was a quiet one. At Honors Convoco
tk>n, students Mghted hundreds of candles in memory of Goucher's 
10 1 year past as a women' s college. Candles ore not going to be 
a trodttion at Honors Convocation. Fif_loUy, at groduotlon, the Closs 
of 1966. stated themselves as " The last of a Great Tradition." 

Now, over one year later, Goucher College has Its first mole 
student, Jon Monheit, and it is preparing for Its first doss including 
both females and males in the fall semester of 1987. The overol 
feeMng on the campus has indeed changed; finalkJ, Goucher 
appears excited about the prospect of Its inco~ng mole students. 

" First Male Day" 
Sunday, January 25, 1987 

• • • 
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Still 
Lob king 
Back ... 
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98 CLUBS 

ACADEMIC HONOR BOARD 
The Bilogy Club, in its third year of existence, 

planned several activities this year. These includ
ed sales, speakers, and an annual year-end 
Blast. 

Front Row: Julie Ann Chabala, Jennifer Stow
ers, Andrea Lee, Pam Pagano Second Row: Laurie 
Frascella, Christianne Meyer, Denise Coyen, Eliza
beth Ayers, Annicol Marrocco. 

BIOLOGY CLUB 
The Academic Honor Board has the jurisdic

tion to hear and determine the charges for viola
tions of the Academic Honor Code. The Board is 
composed of a chairperson, a secretan,J. four stu
dent members, and two faculty members 

Front Row: Melissa Hill, (ami Colarossi Sec
ond Row:Muriel Maurer, Linda Davis, Denise Wil
liams 

ACTIVITIES BOARD 
The Activities Board plans activities for the 

entire Goucher Community, no matter if it is on 
campus or off. The Board consists of all student 
members with one faculty advisor. 

Front Row: Caroline Grene. Tammy Kemp, 
Anne Brainerd, Heather Powers, Jackie Rippili, 
Beth Swartz, Arlene Waldman. 



CHEMISTRY CLUB 
The Purpose of the chemistry Club is to unite 

Chemistry majors with other students in the de
partment . The members sponsor seminars and 
trips to such places as the National Aquarium, and 
the Maryland Science Center. 

First Row: Pam Pagano, Annicol Marrocco, 
Second Row: Pat Lloyd, Muriel Maurer, Kristin 
Robinson. 

The Black Student 's Association of Goucher College is a cohesive organization of Black students 
dedicated to the promotion of-racial understanding on campus as well as the fostering of Black Identity 
among Black students at Goucher. 

First Row: Tracye Grinnage, Leslie Anderson , Sharon Whelchel , Trenace Johnson, Second Row: 
Donna Johnson, Renee Stikes , Portland Ridley , Kelly Anderson, Karen Stroud, Tallo Asfour , Rene Rose , 
Shiiron Scott . 

BLACK 
STUDENTS 
ASSOCIATION 
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GOUCHER CHORUS 
The Goucher Chorus is open to all interested 

students and female faculty. It is conducted by 
Tom Hall, the conductor of the Baltimore Choral 
Arts Society. The Chorus performed a few times 
this year. In the Spring the Chorus will perform at 
various events. 

',· 

COLLEGE ASSEMBLY 
The College Assembly passes legislation on 

matters of academic policy not reserved to the 
faculty and that concern the entire college commu
nity. There are eight students from each of the 
four classes elected as delegates each spring . 

Front Row: Anna-Marie Christello, Sara Scla
roff , Pat Lloyd; Second Row: Judy Weredyk. Vir
ginia Easter, Rica Pineda, Cynthia Earman, Amy 
Copperman Third Row: Cathy Seibert, Julie Squire, 
Robun Griffin, Diane Crocker. Amy Hurlburt , Brenda 
Rynn , Muriel Maurer, linda Davis, Andrea Lee. 
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CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP 
The Goucher Christian Fellowship is part of 

the Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowships, a national 
organization on college campuses. This year, the 
fellowship members participated in Bible study 
groups, sponsored guest speakers, and held 
meetings for prayer and worship. The fellowship 
sponsored open disccusions about Christianity as 
well as social events. Each summer, members par
ticipated in short term missionary work in the 
United States and abroad. 

Second Row: Jane Callaghan, Chritianne 
Meyer, Gwen Patterson, Amy Bickel Front Row: 
Alice Chad, Diane Dennison, Nancy Morrison 



COMPUTER SCIENCE CLUB 
The Computer Science Club is open to all in

terested students in the Goucher Community. This 
is the first year that the club exists and therefore 
they have completed various activities that in
volved the entire community . 

Front Row: Lisa Scherping, Sara Scaraloff, 
Leslie Anderson, Jeannie Perrault Second Row: 
Virginia Easter, Kelly Anderson, Leslie Keigler . 

The Debate Association is very active in Goucher 's community. They sponsored the first debate 
tournament here at Goucher in the Spring. What a wonderful success for the entire team. Donnybrook 
congratulates each and every one of you. Keep up the great work . 

Front Row: Shanon Lane, Lisa Lippman, Polly Lillimars, Cynthia Earman, Freida Weiss, Andrea Lee, 
· 0111· hu·h IIIPr · Wnnchllllrinbt . ..l!JchTJ !)un c::~;omb.r£nwJ-._Gn<=s.------------l-

- President , Sue Rose, Meredith Bishop, Cathy Seibert . 

DEBATE 
ASSOCIATION 
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DONNYBROOK FAIR 

Front Row: Nancy Morrison, Holly lsbitsky 
(co-editor). Clark Second Row: Barbara Sala
zar, Dina-Athena Siganos; (Co-Editor), Denise 
Gotay 

Many long, long hours. sleepless nights , aspirins. 
and bowls of ice-cream are combined to produce this 
yearbook. As we all know this year 's book was pro
duced with only a couple of members on the staff and 
many cooperative friends who came the last minute for 
rush jobs. This has been a very hard situation for the 
entire Goucher Community . We the staff hope that the 
yearbook is highly treasured for many years to come. 
The effort it took to produce this issue no one could fully 
understand except those who never rested. Thanks for 
all your help and support . May we never forget the YEAR 
OF CHANGE!!! 
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ECONOMICS AND 
MANAGEMENT ClUB 

The Economic and Management Club was 
started last year . Being in its second year the Club 
has increased their members and their participa
tion through-out the campus. The purpose of the 
club is to unite the majors within both depart
ments. During the past year, the club brought sev
eral speakers to the campus and even took a few 
trips to view business in action. 

Front Row: Michelle Bianco, Beth Swartz, Beth 
McNeill, Kelly Anderson Second Row: Sarah Tanz, 
Michelle Gellman, Debra Zweibach, Diane Crock
er . 

GOUCHER NEIGHBORS 
Each house contains a small apartment which 

houses a Goucher Neighbor - faculty or staff 
members andjor their families . These people in
formally share their experiences and talents with 
the women in the houses. 

Front Row: Madeline Brackish, Kathryn Bruno, 
K.C Canada, Kendall Zumbrum, Josh Zumbrum, 
Diane Corbett Second Row: Kim Bennett, Roger 
Rasnake, AI Drummond, Keith and Patty Zumbrum, 
Sylvia Borrely. 

FRENCH ClUB 
The French Club is an organization interested 

in the French language and culture. Anyone may 
join who is interested in polishing up her French. 
The club's activities include French Tablesa (lunch
time gatherings), films, parties, and a residential 
French Floor in Probst House. 

Front Row: Cynthia Trenckman, Meredith Bishop, 
Orna Tamches, Sylvi Borrely (advisor) , Yordi 
Seium, Amy Cashman, Nancy Morrison Second 
Row: Suzanne Buck, Elizabeth Cox, Renee Parker, 
Kelly Anderson, Besianne Tavss, Kris Powell, Ann 
Brainard, Paola Badia, Gabrielle Hayes, Elena Ol
son. 
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HOUSE COUNCIL 
House Council sets the residence policies 

for the campus. This group of women also ron 
house meetings room drawings, house elec
tions, and other house activities. They are 
also responsible for organizing GIG and the 
well successful Gong Show. 

Front Row: Kris Powell, Polly Dougless, 
Monica Addison, Gabrielle Hayes, Jo Hinne
gan, Maureen Moran; Second Row: Daniell 
Delgado, Stephanie Fuhr, Meredith Barbanell, 
Anya Gregory, Marisa Cammaratta, Shoiban 
Weston, Alicia Marks, Renee Couto, Chris Ber
nard, Kim Bennett, Meghan Orr, Jill Austin 
(face Hidden), Cissy Fitzgerald. 
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GUIDES TO GOUCHER 

First Row: Cheryl Schwartz, Trina Beck
with, Marci Franz, Kren Stein, Annicol Marroc
co; Second Row: Tammy Kemp, Debbie Han
na, Tallo Asfour , Leslie Klein, Lisa D'Augustino, 
Beth Swartz, Julie Ann Chabala; Third Row: 
Missy Hill, Besianne Tavvss, Angie McBrien, 
Hillary Thalman, Beth McNeil. Barbara Salazar , 
Joanne Curtiss , Laura Yurchuck; Fourth Row: 
Teri Matais, Kim Rovansek, Julie Squire, Laura 
Thompson, Eileen Heeb, Cissy Fitzgerald, Jen
nifer Martin, Deb Harris , Lisbeth Fuentes, 
Crystal Wallace , Cindy Fisher, Jody Deyke. 

Guides to Goucher, an integral part of the Admis
- sions office , is an honorary organization, which helps to 

project an enthusiastic image of Goucher . This group 
gave tours to prospective high school students, their 
parents, and high school counselors from the Mid Atlan
tic states. These tour guides housed students overnight 
on the three Open Campus Days in the fall and on Ac
cepted Applicants' Day in the spring. Some of the guides 
also participated in the Guides photothon, high school 
visitations, and College Fairs. 
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THE INTERNATIONAl ClUB 
The International Club supports all interna

tional students on campus by holding weekly 
meetings and sharing experiences at an 
·'International Dinner. '' They also sponsor field 
trips in order to gain knowledge about United 
States as well as other countries. 

Mong Sing Lee, Portland Ridley, Sharon 
Stowers, Danielle Zhang. 

JUNIOR ClASS 
OFFICERS 

Class '88 Junior Class Officers tries to bring 
together the Class of 1988 to unite and increase 
school spirit . They planned some activities with 
the Class of 1987 in hopes that class competition 
and friendships would develop. The last thing the 
officers hoped to accomplish was to give the class 
members some great memories. 

Freyda Weis , Lisa Wilson, Rica Pineda, Renee 
Piskor. 
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~ JEWISH STUDENT'S 
ASSOCIATION 

Jewish Students Associaton (JSA) provides 
opportunities to meet other Jewish students at 
John Hopkins Towson State, UMBC, and at Gou
cher. The JSA tries to bring all Jewish students on 
campus together in both a religious and a social 
setting. The group also tries to find Jewish fami
lies in the area to "adopt" Jewish students who 
are far from home. 

First Row: Judy Yukin, Sharon Rudich, Beth 
Gaffe, Nora Bever , Pearl Kaiser . Second Row: 
Laura Hawk, Arlene Waldman, Robin Yasinow, 
Nomi Pertmeter , Laure Nauss, Lisa Janoff . 



OPEN CIRCLE THEATRE 
The Open Circl~ Jheatre has a core technical 

staff with a cast of ''tHousands'' because all Gou
cher students are invited to audition for one of 
their four productions each year. Three of these 
productions are usually dramas or comedies, and 
the other is usually a musical. 

Front Row: Tashera Laub, Natalie VanWal
saum, Tina Messina, Lis Sinniger , Rosanne Di
Fatta, Second Row: Nancy Phillips, Jennifer Nel
son, Kate Wesley, Leslie Klein, Robin Yasinow, En
ger Mcartney, Third Row: Lori Lynn Hale, Julie 
Bauer, Kim Lucas, Kelly Anderson, Orna Tamches, 
Claudine Grabcheska, Andrea Lee, Eileen Whit
lock. 

MODEL SENATE 
Elizabeth Servello, Elizabeth Cohen, Julie 

Squire, Cynthia Earman, Susan Lawshe, Lisa Ro
senbaum. 

QUINDECIM 
The Quindecim, the student newspaper, is 

published exclusively by students. It is intended 
as a campus forum for news and ideas. This year 
the staff changed the format a little bit more than 
last year. 

Front Row: Caroline Green, Cami Colarossi, 
Trina Chiara, Second Row: Nicole Schaeffer, Beth 
Ridgley, Kathy Brunes, Tracy Hirsch, Kackie Ripple, 
Hillary Thalman, Beth McNiel. Third Row: Karen 
Stein, Elizabeth Servello, Sara Alexander, Julie 
Squire, Jackie Adams, Angie McBrien. 
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RECREATIONAL 
ATHLETIC COUNCIL 

Front Row: ~ica Pineda, Kate Berrv. Elaine 
Niefeld, Mei Hsu, Second Row: Lisa Stone, Virginia 
Easter, Meglnhoff. Michele Rollins, Back Row: El
speth Keller, Marsha Marcelli, Betsv Weingarten 
Betsv Bennett, Denise, Beth Seelev. 

ARC is a student group that promotoes intracollegiate and intrahouse 
competition . All students are encouraged to participate in some recreational 
activitv. which include intramural sports, House Feud, Trivia Night, ice skating, 
skiing, softball, midnight movies, applepicking, pumpkin carving contests, 
varsitV sports, and the varsitV sports dinner. House points are awarded for 
all events, and the winning house is awarded a useful item for their house. 

REVEREND'S 
REBELS 

Left to Right: Sarah Phelps, Aenva Kirsch
baum, Dee Aufe, Elena Larsen, Stacev Herbert, 
Maria Mastros, Carol Stakenas, Darcv Nair, Nancv 
Phillips. 

Maria Mastros, Carol Stakenas, Dancv Nair, Nancv 
Phillips. 

The Reverend's Rebels, better known as the Aebs, is an independent
lv student run acappella singing group which has been an integral part of 
Goucher for more than thirtv vears. The Aebs provide fun musical entertain
ment for special events on campus, at other colleges, and at private func
tions. 
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The Aiding Club provides students in the riding program and anyone else 
with an additional opportunity to share their interest in horses and horse 
back riding. Activities included hosting horse shows and riding clinics, partici 
pating in off-campus rides and horse shows, spectating at major horsing 
events, weekend rides, broom polo. Halloween rides, and the annual Christ
mas party. 

RUSSIAN CLUB 

Front Row: Stacy Scofield, Anne Knotts, Lysa 
Stone, Renee Piskor, Kirs Powell , Enger McCart
ney, Crystal Wallace, Second Row: Allison Brock, 
Joanne Curtiss, Dedra LaBarre, Robin Norris, Lisa 
Hartman, Anne Brainard, Doug Stenberg. 

AIDING CLUB 

Heather Brody, Jill Tobias, Michelle Skurnlck, 
Lisa Wu, Cheryl MacDonald, Melissa Fry, Beth 
Goffe, Cheryl Schwartz, Karen Stein . 

The Russian Club is a group of students who are Interested In extending 
their knowledge of the language, literature, and culture of the Soviet Union 
beyond the classroom environment . Activities have traditionally Included po
etry readings every semester, trips to Kamkins and to concerts, and Russian 
Tables once a week . This year, the Highlight was the singing at the Russian 
Festival. 
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The Social Honor Board has the jurisdiction to hear and to determine the 
charges of cases concerning residential or social problems. The Board con
sists of a chairperson, a representative from each of the four classes, and 
several alternates. 

SOCIOLOGY 
ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB 

The Sociology and Anthropology Club, which 
was started the yearof 85, tries to unite its ma
jors by bringing them together to discuss current 
issues and to hear speakers. 

Front Row: Meredith Bishop, Lisa Cohen, Les
lie Klien, Kathy Dwen, Second Row: Kim Miller, 
Anya Gregory, Rodger Rashnick, Tangi Velter. 
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SOCIAL HONOR BOARD 

Front Row: Stephanie Fuhr, Stephanie Struth
ers, Second Row: Pat Lloyd, Kris Powell, Amy Bick
ell, Muriel Maurer. 



neCommut1ng Stuaents Organization was justin progress For the f1rst 
time this year. The officers and student members have worked very hard 
this year to make CSO a prosperiog organization. The CSO sponsored fund 
raisers, bake sales and a car wash. 

THE COMMUTING 
STUDENTS OAGANZIATON 

------Officers: President - Cleo Spriggs, VIce
President - Dina-Athena Siganos, Treasurer -
Karen Gronberg, and Secretary - Susan Chiac
chlo. 
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STUDENT ALUMNI BOARD 
Front Aow: Crystal Wolloce, Debbie Hanna, Josephine 

Hinnegan, Second Aow: Jill Austin, Lisa Hartman, Stephanie 
Fuhr. 

STUDENT HEALTH 
ADVISORY BOARD 

The Student Health Advisory 
Board (SHAB) is a student-created 
organizaton designed for inform the 
Goucher community of current health 
topics and to provide helpful ser
vices . Some of this group's activities 
have included the Student Health 
Fair, CPA classes, movies, aerobic 
classes, and lectures. 

Front Aow: Jill Austin, Sharon 
Whelchel, Lisa Fong. Shannon Smith, 
Pam Pagano. Denise Fellin. Second 
Aow: Dede LeBarre. Erin Miskimon. 
Susanna Guiry. Gina Harden. Jocelyn 
Richards, Karen Kale. 

WOMEN AlliANCE 
Front Aow: Julie Squire, Karen Laid

ley, Wendy Doudrick, Monica Addison, Liz 
Sinniger. Second A ow: Cissy Fitzgerald. 
Stephanie Yatsevitch. Elizabeth Stafford, 
Nadine Bender, Nancy Hoffman. Renee 
Rose . 
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The Harvard Crew 

MODEL UNITED NATIONS 
ZAIRE 

(Ring)(Ring) 3AM ... Dina, It 's Steve . . . 
AGAIN!! ... Denise steals all the covers . . . 
Sweet Dreams April and WW .. . Barb to Dina: 
I can 't sleep wjo two pillows! .. . Point of In-
quiry: where is Singer? At the Bar - you're 
out of order! Bomb Libya- Bong Bong you're 
dead . .. Oh, no Mike's married! Hey, the Rus
sians ore having a party on the 17th . .. Scott 
and DJ from Niger . . . See yo soon Barry! 
... Mark gave me roses!! Burger King any
one? .. . Goby, room service? ... Guys from 
Calif: " Zaire gave the best party!" 

Front Row: April Serig, Dina-Athena Sigonos, Denise 
Gotoy, Carol Nokudo, Second Row: Professor Singer, Lisa 
Horne, Debbie Kaplan, Alison Horowitz, Barbaro Salazar, 
Mong-Sing Lee, Gabriel Hayes, Pearl Kaiser. 

Party time Delegates. 

Barbaro! What would Fernando Soy? 

The Merriott Copley Hotel 

DJ, Scott, Steve, and friends. 
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First Row: Beth Ridgley, Setu Van Lore, Lisa Wilson, 
Cindy fisher , Stacey Papa, Linda Mandell, Sarah Goss, Holly 
lsbitsky, Veeni Poonian Second Row: Chris Meyer, Ida 
Wong, Elena Larson, Jane Callaghan, Jacque Tubbs, Aliso 
Marks, Aliso Resnick , Brenda Aynn, Jennifer Stowers. Diane 
Uhara, Rachel Ruskin, Dina Siganos, Cynthia Earman Third 
Row: Elena Olson, Hjllary Thrasher, Jessica Burdman, Beth 
Seeley, Rosano DiFal:ta, Rachel Weinberg, Kelly Marie An
derson, Laurie Hale, Carolyn Green, Claudine Hawkins, Ar
lene Waldman. Pearl Kaiser, Lauren Frasciello, Molly Swan
tek, Hillary Thalman, Betsy Cox 

Hillary Thrasher 

Rica Pineda. Jane Callaghan 

Front Row: Paty Lloyd, (ami Colarossi Back Row: 
Laurie Frasciello, Besianne Tavss, Hillary Thrasher, 
Beth Seeley 

STUDENT'S 
ORGANIZATION 
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Elena Olson 
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Monica Diane Addison 
Psychology /Women's Studies 

Baltimore, Maryland 

"'Men?' she echoed. 'I think there are six or seven of 
them in existence.! saw them, several years ago. But one nev
er knows where to find them. The wind blows them away. They 
have no roots, and that makes their life very difficult.'" 

- Antoine de Saint Exupery 
"Paradise is exactly like where you are now- Only much 

better.·· 
- Laurie Anderson 

I've been dreaming in the sun, won't you wake me up some
one. 
I need a little peace of mind 

Sara Alexander 
English 

Atlanta, Georgia 
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- Cris Williamson 

Paola Badia 
Art/French 
Manhattan, New York 

"Ciao, ciao bambino, un bacio ancora e poi per sempre t 
lasciero ... •· 

"It matters not how a man dies, but how he lives." 
- Dr. Johnsor 



Hope Carol Barmat 
Economics/Sociology 
Bethesda, Maryland 

"Goodbye," said the fox. "And now here is my secret, 
a very simple secret : It is only with the heart that one can see 
rightly; what is essential is invisible to the eye." 

- Antoine de Saint Exupery 

Michele Marie Bagdon 
Biology 
Marlboro, Massachusetts 

"I ain't here on business baby, I'm only here for fun." 
- Bruce Springsteen 

Meredith Joy BarbaneU 
Communications 

New York, New York 

"Whatever the past has gone, 
The best is always yet to come." 

"Can we talk?" 

- Lucy Larcom 

- Joan Aivers 
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Michele Janine Bianco 
Management 

East Williston. New York 

"Don't be dismayed at good-byes. A farewell is neces
sary before you can meet again. And meeting again, after 

· moments or lifetimes, is certain for those who are friends.'' 
- Richard Bach 

"To win without risk is to triumph without glory." 
- Corneille 

P.S. "Gee Pokey, what can go wrong on a day like this?" 

Emily Bishop 
Communications 

West Hartford. Connecticut 
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Stephanie Alesia Bitterman 
English/Management 
Westbury, New York 



Catherine Margaret Berry 
Political Science/English 

Roseville, Minnesota 

·'All good writing is swimming underwater and holding your 
breath." - F. Scott Fitzgerald 

"Thou know'st 'tis common; all that lives must die, passing 
through nature to eternity.'' 

- William Shakespeare 

Kelly lynn Beam 
Biology I Mathematics 

West Boylston, Massachusetts 

·'It is only with the heart that one can see rightly; what 
Is essential is invisible to the eye." 

- Antoine de Saint Exupery 

·'And the end of all our exploring will be to arrive where 
we started and know the place for the first time." 

- T. S. Eliot 

Christine Marie Bernard 
Communications 

Mt. Vernon, New York 
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lisa louise Bradford 
Psychology 

Baltimore, Maryland 

Anne Marie Brainerd 
"Annie" 

Russian/French 
Green Lane, Pennsylvania 

"Darling, I love you, but give me Park Avenue!" 
- Green Acres (TV Show) 

''I have the simplest of tastes . .. I am always satisfied 
with the best." 

- Oscar Wilde 
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Nora lyn Breuer 
Economics 

Kingston, New York 



Susan C. Brown 
Biology 
Warren. Ohio 
You are led through your life
time by the inner learning 
creature. the playful spiritual 
being that is your real self. 
Don't turn away from possi
ble futures before you 're 

certain you don't have any
thing to learn from them. 
You're always free to change 
your mind and choose a differ
ent future, or a different past. 

- Richard Bach 

Allison Eileen Brock 
Computer Science 
Skaneateles, New York 

' 'People ... are unable to encompass the whole truth and 
try to catch it by the tail . .. but truth is like a lizard; It leaves 
its tail in your fingers and runs away knowing full well that it 
will grow a new one in a twinkling.' ' 

- Turgenev 

Madeline Kay Brockish 
"Mads" 

International Relations 
Boulder. Colorado 

"When elephants fight, it's the grass that suffers." 
- African Proverb 

''No human being would stack books like this.'' 
- Bill Murray "Ghostbusters" 
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Susan Kay Brown 
Biology 

Lancaster. Pennsylvania 

Kathryn Jessie Bruno 
Special Education 

Cranbury, New Jersey 

"So much, for now, for the wompeters of my kaross." 
- Kurt Vonnegut, Jr . 
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laura Buckley 
Philosophy 

Leonia, New Jersey 



Trina Mauceri Chiara 
Political Science 

Methuen, Massachusetts 

" Can't we do something about getting you to 'plunge' 
in and play the 'game'?" 

- Sylvia Woodby 

Kathleen Pugh Byrne 
English 
Camp Hill, Pennsylvania 

Many thanks and much love to all who made these four 
years worthwhile ... you know who you are. 

"Kate, clearly we're more Irish than Catholic." 
- JMK 

"All our knowledge- past, present, and future- is nothing 
compared to what we will never know.'' 

- Tsiolkovsky 

And who are the three men I admire most? 

Siobhan Brid Chamberlin 
English 

East Windsor, New Jersey 

They Will get it straight one day at the Sorbonne. 
We shall return at twilight from the lecture 
Pleased that the irrational is rational. 

Until flicked by feeling, in a gildered street, 
I can call you by name, my green, my fluent mundo. 
You will have stopped revolving except in crystal. 

- Wallace Stevens 
" Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction" 
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Nandita Chopra 
Biology 

Sussex, New Jersey 

'Knowledge is proud that he has learned so much; 
Wisdom is humble that he knows no more." 

-Cowper 

"Smile and the world smiles with you ." 

What lies behind us and what lies before us 
are tiny matters compared to what lies within us. 

- A. W. Emerson 

Dawn Clayton 
Education 

Chesterfield, Massachusetts 

"It will be a great day when the U.S. Air Force has to hold 
a bake sale to earn money for a bomber and schools have 
all the money they need." 
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April Arford Coblentz 
Special Education 

Baltimore, Maryland 

"Life is an emotional disturbance. " 
"You have a magic carpet That can whiz you through the a1r Tc 
Spain, or Maine, or Africa If you just tell It where. 



Polly lisa Cohen 
Political Science 

Wayland, Massachusetts 

"Thev called Paradise; I don't know whv. Call some place 
paradise and kiss it good-bve.'' 

-Eagles 

Francesco Cofone 
Cesca 
International Relations/Spanish 
Maywood, New Jersey 

"This I know. This I believe with all mv heart. If we want 
a free and peaceful world, if we want to make deserts bloom 
... we can do it!'' 

- Eleanor Roosevelt 

"We're sleeping long and far too late ... I've loved 
these davs.'' 

lisa Beth Cohen 
Sociology/Special Education 

Columbia, Maryland 

- Billv Joel 

''Never look down to test the ground before taking vour 
next step: onlv he who keeps his eves fixed on the far horizon 
will find his right road." 

- Dog Hammarskjold 

·'A companion loves some agreeable qualities which a 
man mav possess, but a friend loves the man himself." 

- James Boswell 

I never give up ... I just change mv mind. 
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Tracy Anne Cornell 
Political Science /Philosophy 

Summit, New Jersey 

It 's much easier to ride the horse in the direction he's go
ing. 

"Some people see things as they ore and say, why, I 
dream of things that never were and say. why not." 

- Robert F. Kennedy 

Life is a ripoff when you expect to get what you want. 
Life works when you choose what you got. Actually what you 
got is what you chose . To move on, choose it. 

laura Ellen Cortner 
English (Writing Option)/Spanish 

Carlisle, Pennsylvania 

''I'm martyr to a motion not my own; 
What 's freedom for? To know eternity." 

- Theodore Roethke 

"Perfection is terrible, it cannot have children." 
- Sylvia Plath 

"The generation that would change the world is still look
ing for its car keys.'' 

- The Rainmakers 
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Anne Talucci Creaney 
English 

Baltimore, Maryland 



Melissa· Diane De Michaels 
Biology 

Annapolis, Maryland 

"I love fools ' experiments. I am always making them." 
- Charles Darwin 

''Education is . . . hanging around until you've caught on.' ' 
- Robert Frost 

Danielle laudumiey ·Delgado 
Psychology 
Glen Cove, New York 

Adele De Libera 
Elementary Education 
Baltimore, Maryland 

" Dreaming when Dawn's left hand was in the Sky 
I heard a voice within the tavern cry, 
'Awake, my Little ones, and fill the Cup, 
Before Life 's Liquor in its Cup be dry.'" 

- Omar Khayyam 
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Diane Elizabeth Denison 
Management/Music 
Millersville, Maryland 

"The law of the Lord is perfect, reviving the soul. The sta
tutes of the Lord are trustworthy. making wise the simple." 

-Psalm 19:7 

Susan Cory Dezenhall 
English 

Cherry Hill, New jersey 

"Then, God be bless'd, it is the blessed sun: 
But sun it is not, when you say it is not; 
And the moon changes even as your mind." 

- William Shakespeare 

"That's not a regular rule: 
you just invented it now." 

- Lewis Carroll 

· 'A smile is the chosen vehicle for all ambiguities.' ' 
- Herman Melville 
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Heather Jo-Ann Doerbecker 
Dance I Management 

Lorton, Virginia 
''Do you think we could get close enough to share the sam1 

dreams?" - M. S 
"Remain loyal to your own concept of quality rather tha1 

running uselessly after someone else 's criteria for excellence.' 
- Violette Verd1 



Kirsten Maria Dove 
English 
Silver Spring. Maryland 

"It was a delightful visit - perfect, in being much too 
short." - Jane Austen 
"Art should never try to be popular; 
The public should try to be artistic. " - Oscar Wilde 

Amy Jeanne Donovan 
English 
Baltimore. Maryland 

"Learning is but an adjunct to ourself. 
And where we are our learning likewise is.'' 

- Shakespeare 

"Hold a true friend with both of your hands." 
- Proverb 

P.S. "Gee Pokey. what could go wrong on a day like this?" 

Mary Susan Douglass 
Polly 

Management 
Severna Park. Maryland 

"Two roads diverged in a wood, and I -
I took the one less traveled, and 
that has made all the difference." 

- Robert Frost 
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Dione Traci Duckett 

"My precious, precious child, 
I love you 
and would never leave you . 
During your times of trial 
and suffering, 
when you see only one 
set of footprints in the sand 
it was then that I carried you." 

"Di" . "AWOL" 
Computer Science 
Atlanta. Georgia 

- Footprints in the Sand 
Author Unknown 

Denise Maria Fellin 
Biology 
Dorothy. new Jersey 

"Move on 
If you can know where you're going 
You've gone 
Just keep moving on. 
Look at what you want, 
Not at where you are, 
Not at what you'll be. 
Look at all the things you've done for me .. . " 

- Stephen Sondheim 
Mom and Dad - Thank you. You both have been the 

greatest. 
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Jennifer Eaton Ferguson 
History 
Weston, Massachusetts 



Natalie Frank-Benefiel 
English 

Laurel, Maryland 

"Perseverance: a lowly virtue whereby mediocrity 
achieves glorious success.'' 

- Ambrose Bierce 
'' ... to thine ownself be true ... '' 

- Shakespeare 

Evelina lnes Arango Fidanque 
Elementary Education 
Panama City, Republic of Panama 

" Those who live in grace with God. who are honest, and 
full of love, will have a promising future, a successful present, 
and an unforgettable past." 

- Alfredo Preciado 

Sonya Yvette Floyd 
Computer Science 

Baltimore, Maryland 

" Anything not worth waiting for is not worth having." 

Family, friends and loved ones are the key to success. 
(and knowing someone at the top!) 
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lauren Maria Frasciello 
Biology 

Princeton Junction, New Jersey 

"If one advances confidently in the direction of his dreams, 
and endeavors to live the life which he has imagined, 
he will meet with a success unexpected in common hours.'' 

-Thoreau 

"If you haven't done them you really should, these things are 
fun and fun is good." 

- Dr. Seuss 

Michele Ann Fuchs 
Baltimore, Maryland 

"If what we could- were what we would- Criterion- be small 
- It is the Ultimate of Talk - The Importance to Tell -

"Be nobody's darling, 
Be an outcast. 
Take the contradictions 
Of your life 
And wrap around 
You like a shawl, 
To parry stones 
To keep you warm ... '' 
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- Emily Dickinson 

- Alice Walker 

Paula Ann Gamber 
Biology 

Ellicott City, Maryland 



Gigi Marie Gillespie 
Management 

Ozone Park, New York 
''There is only one thing in the world worse than being 

talked about, and that is not being talked about ." 
-Oscar Wilde 

"That which needs to be proved cannot be worth much." 
- Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche 

lisa Gerrity 
French 
Timonium, Maryland 

"Yeah, yeah - I'm a senior - yeah, yeah - that's it, that's 
the ticket!" 

Randy, Raine, Christine, Dad and Mudder- Thank You
I couldn't have made it without you - I love you all so much -
Thank You! 

"And when you've found another soul 
Who sees into your own 
Take good care of each other." 

- Jackson Browne 

Elizabeth Rogers Gillespie 
English/Philosophy 

Brattleboro, Vermont 
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Rachel Elaine Gordon 
Philosophy 

North Salem, New York 

"The only one here now is me 
I'm fighting things I cannot see 
I think it's called my Destiny 
That I om changing .. . '' 

- Suzanne Vega 

"Truth is a pathless land. Reality is not truth." 
- J. Krishnomurti 

"Reality - it's so ugly!" 
- B. Nodine Bender 

"Philosophy is the disease of which Philosophy is the cure ." 
- John Wisdom 

Megan Elizabeth Greene 
Applied Mathematics 
Baltimore. Maryland 
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Anastasia Theresa Gregory 
"Anya" 

Sociology /Women's Studies 
Gettysburg, Pennsylvania 



lisa lynn Hammersley 
Management 
Scottsdale, Arizona 

To my family ond to Poul, thank you for all of your love, 
support. and encouragement. I love you all! 

Rebekah Grossman 
English (Writing Option) 
Pennington, New Jersey 

The best hours we spent sitting on the floor in ragged 
skirts. red wine, and afternoon light, the moment slipping from 
throat to throat as we floated through, talking. laughing. 
changing. 

Kellie Hagan 
English 

Pasadena, Maryland 

"After all. what is mankind but just one expression of the 
incomprehensible. And if mankind passes away, it will only 
mean that this particular expression is completed and done." 

- D. H. Lawrence 

"At the still point of destruction. at the center of the fury, 
all the angels all the devils. all around us -can't you see." 

- Love is the Seventh Wave 

"The most important things are the hardest to say, be
cause words diminish them.'' 

- Stephen King 
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lisa Hartman 
European Studies (German and Russian Empha

sis) 
Williamsport, Pennsylvania 

''Life is the art of drawing sufficient conclusions from insuf
ficient premises. " 

- Samuel Butler 

''The belief that youth is the happiest time of life is found
ed on a fallacy. The happiest person is the person who thinks 
the most interesting thoughts, and we grow happier as we 
grow older.'' 

- William Lyon Phelps 

I'd rather be a duck on the Lohn! 

Eileen Teresa Heeb 
Biology /Psychology 

Campbell Hall, New York 

" Welcome to your life. there is no turning bock." 
- Tears for Fears 

"We con only know that we know nothing; and that is the 
highest degree of human wisdom.' ' 

- Leo Tolstoy 
There were often things you would hove liked to hove done; 
There were often places you would hove liked to hove gone; 
There were often people you would hove liked to hove seen; 
But yet you often gave these up in order to give me the chance 
of fulfilling my dreams. 
I con never thank you enough. 
I love you both, Mom and Dod. 
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Allison Jean Herwitt 
Political Science /Women's Studies 

Cresskill, New Jersey 



Wendy Carol Hipley 
Communications 

Bel Air. Maryland 

''But surely the bravest among them are those with a 
clear vision of the future, glory and danger alike, and yet not
withstanding go out to meet it ." 

- Thucydides 

lila Rosamond Heymann 
History 
Lafayette, Louisiana 

''For the soul walks upon all paths, the soul walks not upon 
a line, neither does it grow like a reed. The soul unfolds itself 
like a lotus of countless petals.' ' 

"Home is where I want to be 
Pick me up and turn me round 
I feel numb - Burn with a weak heart 
So I guess I must be having fun. 
The less we say about it the better. 
Make it up as we go along 
Feet on the ground 
Head in the Sky 
It's O.K. I know nothing's wrong." 

Melissa Ann Hill 
Management 

North East, Maryland 

- Kahlll Gibran 

- David Byrne 

"It 's better to remain silent and thought a fool than to 
speak and remove all doubt.'' 

Thanks Mom, Dad, Chris, and all my friends - especially 
Ann - for your love and support. I love you alii 
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Odette M. Huyke 
Oddie 

Art/Psychology 
Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico 

" It is only with the heart that one can see rightly ; what 
is essential is invisible to the -eye." 

- Antoine de Saint Exupery 
"Hold fast to dreams 
For if dreams die, 
Life is a broken 
Winged bird that 
Cannot fly ." 

- Langston Hughes 

Holly Beth lsbitsky 
Economics/Political Science 
Brookline, Massachusetts 

"Never settle, always dream!" 

I want to thank all my friends, relatives and professors for 
supporting me through my four years at Goucher. 

''With a sudden intensity, as if she saw it clear for a second, 
she drew a line there, in the centre . It was done; it was finished. 
Yes, she thought, laying down her brush in extreme fatigue, I 
have a vision.' ' 

- Virginia Woolf 
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lisalyn A. Jacobs 
Political Science 

Temple Hills, Maryland 

"She and we were a party of women walking together , 
seeing, hearing, feeling , understanding the same world; and 
in two minutes, with a sudden snap, one of us would be gone 
- one mind less, one world less.'' 

- George Orwell 



Karen lynn Kale 
Biology 

Baltimore I Maryland 
··More things are wrought by prayer than this world 

dreams of." - Alfred, Lord Tennyson 

·'For in much wisdom is much vexation, and the more a man 
knows, the more he has to suffer .'' - Qoheleth 

''I'm not lost. but I don't know where I am. l've got a ques-
tion." - David Byrne 

Donna Michele Johnson 
Management 
Baltimore I Maryland 

"Now is a great time to be alive. Discoveries that have 
taken place within our lifetime are both wonderful and terrify
ing. The possibilities of what man can yet do seem unlimited 
but the value of any new discoveries will depend upon how 
they are used." 

-Anonymous 

Thanks to my grandmother and my family for making my 
college experience possible. 

Thanks to God because "I can do all things through Him 
which strengthens me." 

- Philippians 4: 13 

Jillion Megumi Johannsen 
Biology 

Chicago I Illinois 

"Practicality is often the architect of concept." 
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Deborah Rose Kaplan 
International Relations/Economics 

Bogota, Colombia 
"Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from 
here?" 
"That depends a good deal on where you want to get to, " 
replied the Cat. · 
"I don't much care where __ .. said Alice. 
"Then it doesn't matter which way you go," said the Cat . 
" __ so long as I get somewhere,'' Alice added as an expla
nation. 
"Uh, you're sure to do that," said the Cat, "if you only walk 
long enough." - Lewis Carroll 

"Has de poner los ojos en quien eres, procurando cone
carte a ti mismo, que es el mas dificil conocimiento que puede 
imaginarse." - Cervantes 

Tammy lynn Kemp 
Elementary Education/Mathematics 

Damascus, Maryland 

"The language of friendship is not words but meaning." 
- H. D. Thoreau 

"There are two majorities, son, though you ask me no ques
tion: 
The nameless dead and the unborn legions of time, 
But we are the thin minority, the living, who hold God's sceptre 
of light .'' 

- A. M. Sullivan 

"What sunshine is to flowers, smiles are to humanity." 
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Cindy M. Kim 
Computer Science I Management 

Lavale, Maryland 

Special thanks to . .. Ma, Pa, Frallee, Chani, Pomey, and 
Temmie, Betty, Poppy Seed, Wendy, Slew, Selaine, LM, Susie 
Q, Tracee, The Love Boat Crew- Beth, Cheri, Mavis and Donna 
Momma Judy, my dancing buddies, my drinking buddies and 
my friends from hell. 



laura Elizabeth Lanier 
"I'm Scumby Damnit!" 

Art (Photography) 
Memphis, Tennessee 

" A painting in a museum probably hears mare foolish re 
marks than anything else in the world." 

- E & J Goncourt 
" Art - that either comes or does not come. It cannot be 

taught. - Edward Weston 

Stacey Ann Kish 
Medical Sociology 
Ridgewood, New Jersey 

"The heart has reason that reason knows not of." 
-Kant 

"Beauty is truth, truth beauty." 
-John Keats 

"And the sweet secret of a summer place is that it's any
where when two people share all their hopes, all their dreams, 
all their love." 

- Percy Faith 

"Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard are 
sweeter.' ' 

I love you Mom and Dad, thanks for everything! 

Mary Emily landry 
Lou 

Biology/Secondary Education 
Wells, Maine 

"Ayah, I'm a Mainah" 
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Elaine laschi 
Economics/ Management 

Cliffwood, New Jersey 

''If all economists were laid end to end, they would not reach 
a conclusion.'' 

- George Bernard Shaw 

·'Life is a tragedy for those who feel. and a comedy for 
those who think.'' 

- Jean de Ia Bruyere 

Susan Jean Lawshe 
Slew 

Philosophy/Political Science 
Cheshire. Connecticut 

"Well you didn't wake up this morning 'cause you didn't go 
to bed 
You were watchin' the whites of your eyes turn red" 

"Sad deserted shore 
All your fickle friends are leaving 
But then you know 
Its time for them to go 
But I will still be here 

-The The 

Ita leshem 
Biology I Mathematics 

Tel Aviv. Israel 
I have no thought of leaving 
I do not count the time '' _ Judy Collins " It 's never too late - but it's too hard" 

"Who knows where the time goes?" 
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leslie Susan lippai 
Russian 

Merrick, New York 
"Though nothing will keep us together; We can spend time just 
for one day; We can be heroes just for one day; What ya 'say" 

- David Bowie 
"I am what I am thank God . .. ; Some people don' t under
stand." - Jimmy Hendrix 

Nina Leichter 
Psychology /Premed 
Larchmont, New York 

"In our twenties we have conflicts. We think everything 
is either or, black or white; we are caught between them and 
we lose all our energy in the conflicts. My answer, later on in 
maturity, was to do them all. Not to exclude any, not to make 
a choice. I wanted to be a woman, I wanted to be an artist, 
I wanted to be everything. And I took everything in, and the 
more you take in the more strength you find waiting to accom
plish things and to expand your life, instead of the other which 
is to look for structure and fear change. " 

Catharine Curtis leslie 
English/Philosophy 

Mount Vernon, Virginia 

- Anais Nin 

' 'Since we can 't know what knowledge will be most need
ed in the future, it is senseless to try to teach it in advance. 
Instead, we should try to turn out people who love learning 
so much and learn so well that they will be able to learn what
ever needs to be learned." 

" Ink runs from the corners of my mouth. 
There is no happiness like mine. 
I have been eating poetry." 

- John Holt 

- Mark Strand 
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Patricia Ann lloyd 
Pat 

Chemistry 
Shrewsbury. Pennsylvania 

" And all this science I don' t understand. It's just my job 
five days a week. " 

Thyrza Vedder lohr 
Communications 

Darien, Connecticut 
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Ana Rebecca lopez 
Becky 
Biology 
Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico 

"One day at a time - this Is enough. Do not look back .one 
grieve over the past, for It Is gone; and do not be troublec 
about the future, for it has not yet come. Live in the present 
and make it so beautiful that it will be worth remembering.'' 

- Ida Scott T aylo1 



\ '\ 

Christiane Stephanie Meyer 
Biology 
Danville, Illinois 
"The fear of the Lord Is the beginning of wisdom, 
And the Knowledge of the Holy One is insight ." 

- Proverbs 9 : 12 
Mom, Dad, Thorn and my friends: 

Thanks for your love, support, concern and understand
ing! 

Holly Anne Manning 
Biology 
Lake Orion, Michigan 

Muriel Christine Maurer 
Chemistry 

Highland, Maryland 

''This is the greatest mystery of the human mind - the 
inductive leap. Everything falls into place, irrevalancies relate, 
dissonances become harmony. and nonsense wears a crown 
of meaning. But the clarifying leap springs from the rich soil of 
confusion and the leaper is not unfamiliar with pain.'' 

- John Steinbeck 
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Erin Terese Miskimon 
Psychology 

Baltimore, Maryland 

"I hold myself indebted to anyone from whose enlight
ened understanding another ray of knowledge communicates 
to mine. Aeally to inform the mind is to correct and enlarge the 
heart.·· 

Thank you especially Mom and Dad. 

Marjan Mohsenin 
Communications/English 

State College, Pennsylvania 

- Junius 

·'I was born doing reference work in sin, and born confes
sing it." 

- Anne Sexton 
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linda Ellen Morrison 
Music (Arts Administration Emphasis) 

Short Hills, New Jersey 



Helen Penny McWilliams 
Biology 

Annapolis, Maryland 

·'It is the time you have wasted on your rose that makes 
your rose so important." 

- Antoine de Saint Exupery 

Nancy Hamilton Morrison 
Political Science 
Boulder, Colorado 

''The Lord is my light and my salvation - whom shall I fear? 
The Lord is the stronghold of my life - of whom shall I be afraid? 
While evil men advance against me to devour my flesh, 
When my enemies and foes attack me, they will stumble and 
fall . 
One thing I ask of the Lord, this is what I seek: 
That I may dwell in the house of the Lord 
all the days of my life, to gaze upon the beauty 
of the Lord and to seek him in his temple. '' 

- Psalm 27:1-2,3 

Mary Ann McGrath 
Latin American Studies and Spanish 

Barrington, illinois 

"When I was a child my mother said to me, 'If you become 
a soldier you 'll be a general. If you become a monk you'll end 
up as the Pope.' Instead I became a painter and wound up 
as Picasso." 

- Pablo Picasso 

Mom and Dad, thank you for all your love and support. 
I love you! 
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lalitgauri A. Nandedkar 
''Gauri'' 

International Relations 
Mitchellville, Maryland 

"The absorbent mind wel~omes everything, puts its hope 
In everything, accepts poverty equally with wealth, adopts 
any religion and the prejudices of its country men, incarnating 
all in Itself. ' ' 

- Maria Montessori, 
"The Absorbent Mind" 

"Woman. I understand the word itself, in that sense, has gone 
out of the language. Where we talk of women . .. you talk of 
women, all the difference lies therein." 

- lsak Dinesen 
"The Old Chevalier" 

Helene Renee Novin 
International Relations 
Baltimore, Maryland 

"If you are lucky enough to have lived in Paris ... then when
ever you go for the rest of your life, it plays with you, for Paris 
is a movable feast." 
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-Hemingway 
A Movable Feast 

Elena Bello Olson 
International Relations 

Buenos Aires, Argentina 
" ... I do then with my friends as I do with my books, I would 
have them where I can find them but I seldom use them.''. 

Ralph Waldo Emerson 



Catherine Meghan Orr 
Political Science /Economics 

Mclean. Virginia 

"Climb High 
Climb Far 
your Goal the Sky 
Your Aim the Star" 

- Inscription on Hopkins Memorial 
Steps. Williams College 

Jennifer lee Olson 
Jen 
English (Writing Emphasis) 
Bridgewater. New Jersey 

"To fear love Is to fear life. and those who fear life are already three 
parts dead." - Bertrand Russell 

"Talk about a dream, 
try to make It real 
You wake up In the night 
with a fear so real, 
Spend your life waiting 
for a moment that just don't come, 
Well. don't waste your time waiting." 

- Bruce Springsteen 

Jennifer lynn Orloff 
English (Writing Emphasis) 

Cold Spring Harbor 
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Margaret· lea Cecile Paisley 
Psychology 

Montclair, New Jersey 

Stacy Gina Papa 
Communications 

Berwyn. Pennsylvania 

"Conquer all your fears. seize every chance. In the end 
make fear your friend and change your circumstance." 

- ABC "Fear of the World" 
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Gwendolyn Ann 
Patterson 
Biology 
Washington, D.C. 
"Mama may have, Papa may have, but God bless the child 
that has its own." 

Thanks Mom and Dad! 
- Billie Holiday 



Joanne Polin 
''Jo'' 

Management 
Seaford, Delaware 

Naomi G. Penney 
Political Science 
Dewitt, New York 

"There are some things one 
remembers even though 
they may never have 
happened. There are things I 
remember which may never 
have happened but as I recall 
them so they take place." 

- Anna in Harold Pinter's 
"Old Times" 

Sarah Hathaway Phelps 
International Relations/European Studies 

Bethesda, Maryland 

''The names of the stations begin to take on meaning and 
my heart trembles. The train stamps and stamps onward. I 
stand at the window and hold on to the frame. These names 
mark the boundaries of my youth.'' 

-E. M. Aemarque 

''Never put off till tomorrow what you can do the day after 
tomorrow!'' 

- a Phelps philosophy of 
college survival, via 

Mark Twainl 
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Paula Jean Popplewell 
Psychology/Dance Therapy 
Chelmsford, Massachusetts 

"I hear you in the morning, 
I hear you at nightfall. 
Sometimes to be near you, 
is to be unable to feel you." 

"You gotta learn to relax!" 
- Stevie Nicks 

- Richie 
"Our real lives are lived in Rhythm and Movement." 

- Marian Chase 
"Ellie: I am eternally indebted to you for giving me such an op
portunity. 

Kristin Dianne Powell 
French 

Hagerstown, Maryland 

"J'espere et crains, je me tais et supplie, or je suis glace, 
et ores un feu chaud, J'admire tout, et de rienne me chaut, 
Je me delace, et puis je me relie." 

- Ronsard 
"Once the Wierdness starts, it never stops." 

"The storm is breaking 
So it seems 
We're too young to reason 
And too grown up to dream." 
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- B. J. 

- Bryan Ferry 

Seaneen Anne Regan 
Management 

Chatham Township, New Jersey 

"My advise is, if you get an impulse in a scene, no matter 
how wrong it seems, follow the impulse. It might be something, 
and if it ain't - take two." 

- Jack Nicholson 
"Nobody can mess with you but you." 

- Grateful Dead 



lisa Jill Rosenbaum 
Political Science 

Somerset. New Jersey 

All my love and thanks to Mom, Dad, Abbe, Grandma
I couldn't have made it through without you! 

Mary Frances Rever 
Communications /Historic Preservation 
Towson, Maryland 

Member of the first class of Goucher II, a degree-oriented 
program for returning women. 

Mother of Goucher Alum - Dr. Linda J. Rever, Class of 
1977. 

Encouragement, Enrichment, Enlightenment sum up my 
Goucher experience. 

Keryn Rod 
Kerry 

Political Science 
Clifton, New Jersey 

"Some time later there was a song on all the jukeboxes 
on the Upper East Side that went 'but where is the schoolgirl 
who used to be me,· and if it was late enough at night I used 
to wonder that. I know that almost everyone wonders some
thing like that, sooner or later and no matter what he or she 
is doing, but one of the mixed blessings of being 20 and 21 
and even 23is the conviction that nothing like this, all evidence 
to the contrary notwithstanding, has ever happened to any
one else." 

- Joan Didion 
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Andrea Delores Aoundey 
Economics I Mathematics 

Seward, Nebraska 

'' ... The wise man looks into space and does not regard 
the small as too little, nor the great as too big; for he knows 
that there is no limit to dimensions.'' 

-Lao Tse 
"Es ist nicht alles Gold, was glanzt." 

''Life is too short to drink cheap beer.·· 
-ADA 

Thanks Mom and Dad. This could have never been ac
complished without your love and support! 

Claudia Giuliano Aovegno 
French 

Lima, Peru 

"fais ce que voudras. " 
- Francois Aabelais 

"Life has a meaning only if one barters it day by day for 
something other than itself.'' 

- Saint Exupery 

P.S. "Gee Pokey. what can go wrong on a da1,11ike this?" 
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Elizabeth Kay Sarvello 
Political Science 
Marquette, Michigan 

"The world was moving she was right there with It (and 
she was)." 

- David Byrne 



Kathryn lynn Schultz 
Computer Science I Management 

Reisterstown, Maryland 

"Faith, hope, love abide; but the greatest of these is 
love. Make love your aim." 

- I Corinthians 13: 13-14: 1 

"What have you learned, Dorothy?" 
- The Wizard of Oz 

linda Marie Schaide 
Management 
Spartanburg, South Carolina 

"The choice is no longer between violence and nonviolence. 
It is either nonviolence or nonexistence." 

- Martin Luther King. Jr. 

''I'd rather laugh with the sinners than cry with the saints, 
the sinners have much more fun!" 

Joel 

"Bok's Law: If you think education is expensive, try igno
rance ." 

lisa Ann Scherping 
Computer Science I Management 

Vestal, New York 

''According to recognized aerotechnical tests, the bum
blebee cannot fly because of the shape and weight of his body 
in relation to the total wing area. 

But the bumblebee doesn't know this, so he goes ahead 
and flies anyway.'' 

-Anonymous 
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Sallyann Schwarz 
Philosophy 

Sparks. Maryland 

"Optimism is often a recovery process rather than an at
titude towards the world." 

- John Rose 

" Understanding is consommated in that happy passion 
which will doubtless soon find a name; and this is the smallest 
part of the matter, for even if my happiness does not have 
a name - when I am but happy, I ask for no more." 

- Soren Kierkegaard 

"We are all philosophers, though few of us admit it ." 

Stacey loraine Scofield 
Russian 
Cockeysville. Maryland 

''On the streets of Moscow one often sees vans filled 
with foodstuffs , very neat and hygenically impeccable. One 
can only conclude that the provisioning of the capital is excel
lent." 

- Aleksandr I. Solzhenitsyn 
Hy ... 
Note: "Hy . . . " is a Russian word. Fortunately, its two letters 
happen to be in our alphabet . The pronunciation is different, 
and it means ' 'Well . . . '' 
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Shirron linnett Scott 
Computer Science I Management 

Baltimore. Maryland 
"Soft words and patience can make many a thing pass." 

-Aesop 
"This is the beginning of a new day. I have been given t~is 

day to use as I will. I will use it for good, for when tomorrow 
comes, this day will be gone forever , leaving in its place some
thing that I have traded for it. I will concentrate on good not 
evil , success, and not failure." - Author Unknown 



Lori Karol Sherman 
Albany, New York 

Business Management 

"Thanks man and dad for you time and support. espe
cially through these last four years." 

Elizabeth Ann Seeley 
St. Louis, Missouri 
Management 

"Don't be dismayed at goodbyes. Afarewell is necessary 
before you can meet again . And meeting again, after moments 
or lifetimes ... is certain for those who are friends" 

"see everything. 
overlook a great deal. 
improve a little." 

Susan A. Seitner 
Doylestown, Pennsylvania 

English 

- Richard Bach 

Pope John 

"You ask me what life is? that is just the same as saying 
what is a canot? A canot is a canot and nothing more is known 
about it . . . 

- Anton Chekhov 

"I don't know why it is we are in such a hurry to get up 
when you feel down. You might think we would lie there and 
rest for a while." 

Max Eastman 
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Robin lynne Shevitz 
Randallstown, Maryland 

Dance Performance and Choreography/Dance Ed
ucation 

" Dance is a prime example of the Taoist principle. " 

"Each thing contains an opposite. For Dance is an illusion. 
Did you ever dance in your hand? Touch it? Smell it? 
Yet to create this illusion, you need the reality of the 
articulate human body sweating and thumping along.'' 

-unknown 

"this I know .. . what I know best, I cannot speak in 
words.'' 

Elisabeth E. Sinniger 
Pennington, New Jersey 

Theatre and Arts Administration 

"Gin and toddies, large measures, no skimping if you 
please, I rough it, I love it, life is a game of chance, I'll never 
tire of it, leading this merry dance." 

Oliveri 
··Just aim beyond the clouds And rise above the crowds 

And start your own parade - I made it through the rain." 
- Barry Manilow 

"The lights must never go out, The music must always 
play.'' 

- W. H. Ruden 
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Michelle Skurnick 
Stamford, Connecticut 

History 
Graduating from Goucher may be the closest I come to winnin~ 
an Emmy, so I'd like to take this opportunity to thank: 
Ed Worteck - for having the camera surgically removed from m' 
left hand long enough for me to graduate with some dignity. 
Janet McBrien - for making my dream a reality, and teaching me 
everything I know about horses, and even more about people 



Julie Ellen Squire 
Oberlin, Ohio 

Political Science 

'' . .. what is government itself, but the greatest of all re
flections on human nature? If men were angels, no government 
would be necessary." 

- Publius 
"Do I contradict myself? Very well then I contradict myself 
" 

Margarete Ella Snowden 
Baltimore. Maryland 
Computer Science I Management 

All that I am and 
·An that I will be 
I owe to my mother. my family and God. 

"Believe in yourself and in your dreams 
Though impossible things may seem. 

Someday. somehow you'll get through 
to the goal you have in view. 

Mountains fall and seas divide 
before the one who in his stride 
takes a hard road day by day, 
sweeping obstacles away. 

Believe in yourself and in your plan. 
- Author unknown 

Felice A. Spiegel 
Edison, New Jersey 

Elementary Education 

"This is the time to remember, cause it will not last forever. 
These are the days to hold onto, we won't although we want 
to. This is the time, the time is going to change ... " 

- Billy Joel 

"Some day we'll look back on this and it will all seem funny." 
- Brucel 

Say not- I cannot- but, I can! 
The prizes of Life we fail to win 
because we doubt the power within.' ' - Walt Whitman 
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Carol A. Stakenas 
Tallahassee, Florida 

Art 

"Technique in art is like technique in lovemaking: Heartfelt 
ineptitude has its charms and so does heartless skill, but what 
we all really want is passionate virtuosity.'' 

· - Robert Arneson 

Helen lee Straus 
Richmond, Virginia 

Sociology and Special Education 

"Reality is for those who lack imagination." 

"As hard as you think It is, you end wishing It were that 
easy." 

- Terms of Endearment 

"History teaches us how many geniuses weren't appreci
ated, were nipped in the bud by the limited intelligence of 
those around them." 

- Yevtushanko 
P.S. And who are the three men I admire most? 
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Karen Danette Stroud 
Buffalo, New York 

Communications, Spanish 

"a tear to unite me with those of broken heart, a smile t< 
be a sign of my joy of existence." 

Thanks mom, I love you 
Fly Delta, ooo-oop's 

K. Gibraf 



Hilary Ann Thalman 
Columbus, Ohio 

Philosophy 

''There is a grandeur of achievement in the delicate ad
justment of thought, which is independent of the mere blunt 
question of truth.'' - Alfred North Whitehead 

''What greater wealth is there than to own your life and 
to spend it on growing?" - Ayn Rand 

Tracie Cathleen Sullivan 
Ellicott City, Maryland 
Business Management 

Molly Powell Swantek 
Grosse Pointe, Michigan 

Management 

"I'm back to living Floridays 
Blue skies and ultraviolet rays 
Looking for better days." 
"To the cabin crew: 
This is a time to remember 
Cause it will not last forever 
These are the days to hold onto 
Cause we won't although we'll want 
This is the time 
T~e time is gonna change." 

- Jimmy Buffett 

- Billy Joel 
- Jimmy Buffett 
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Shahra Judith Abonyi Toth 
Columbia, Maryland 

Special Education 

Amanda Katherine Treitel 
Columbia, Maryland 

Elementary Education and Dance 

Nicknames: Nudybrite, Panda the "Wah" 
"The Lard longs to be gracious to you, And therefore He 

waits on high to have compassion on you." 
Isaiah 30:18 
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Barbara Ann Valente 
New York City, New York 
English (Writing Emphasis) 



Helen-Marie Wattel 
''Papillon ' ' 

Darien, Connecticut 
Economics 

Tangie lee Velter 
Harrisburg. Pennsvlvania 
Sociologv-Anthropologv. with a Medical Emphasis 

Thanks to my mom, dad, nona, and Anya & Chris for your 
love and support and the great four years. 

Susan C. Washburn 
Barrington, Rhode Island 

English with a Writing Emphasis 

" . . . born with the gift of laughter and a sense that the 
world Is mad." 

- Rafael Sabatini 
" The world Is not a fair place, my dear. " 

- Lt. L. jacobs 

"Remember what we've said and done and felt about "I 've got an answer. I'm going to fly away. What have 
each other." I got to lose?" 

C, S, N and Y C. S, N and Y 
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Shiobhan Weston 
Fairfield, Connecticut 

Biology 

"Some day when we both reminisce We'll both say there 
wasn't much we missed And through the tears we'll smile When 
we recall we had it all for a Moment." 

Hsi-Mui Ida Wong 
Alexandria, Virginia 

French 

St. Elmo's Fire 

"For where your treasure is, there will your heart be 
also." 

"Love knows no limit to its endurance, 
no end to its trust, no fading of its hope; 
it can outlast anything. 
Love stands when all else has fallen.'' 

Matthew 6 :21 

A big ''thank you'' to my family , Marv. and my friends for 
all your support and love. 
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Kimberly Wright 
Vienna, Virginia 

English 
"Two Roads Diverged in a Wood, and 1- 1 took the one 

less traveled by, And that has made all the difference." 
- Robert Frost 

"There is a time when man distinguishes the idea of felicity 
from the idea of wealth; it is the beginning of wisdom." 

- Ralph Waldo Emerson 



Phyllis Arthur 
International Relations/Economics 

Annapolis, Md. 

Debra Lori Zweibach 
Massapequa, Long Island, New York 
Business Management 

"Ain't no mountain high enough." 

"I will have my everafter." 
-Diana Ross 

- Steve Winwood 
·'Remember who you are and where you come from.'' 

-Mom and Dad 
"Go with God." 

-Dad 
"Keep smiling .. . they still haven 't figured out what you're 
up to! I love you Mom, Dad, and Michael 

Caroline Nancy Green 
Chestnut Hill, Massachusets 

History 

"Learning the courage to be and to be free. " 
Carl Rogers 

I would like to thank those people who showed their care and 
support throughout these four years. Special thanks to MOM 
and DAD for a college education and to Naomi Penny along 
with Pat Irvin. 
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Senior Favorites 
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BEST SMILES 
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STUDYING 
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Men II 
.,. I'm really NOT with him! 
• We caught you! 

.,. Love Birds! • The Man factory? 



.._ Love a man in uniform! .._ Where are all the GOOD ones? 

.... ...... 

...... - ...... ...... 
. . .., 

.._ Please party with mel 

.._ Some of us need to learn to share! 
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• 

You deserve it ~ 
Cheers from Admissions T 



..,. Yeah Roger!! 
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PATRONS 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Denison 
Paul and George Karoutsos 
George and Maria Mavrodontis 
Ariadne and George Margetas 
Mr. and Mrs. John K. Siganos 
Dr. and Mrs. N. Nov in 
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Olson 
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Las chi, Jr. 
Jack and Eleanor Seitner 
Josephine Donovan, Ph.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. Steven C. Scher ping 
The Sunroom Deli - Mr. & Mrs. 
DeRosa 

Mr. & Mrs. William Gillespie 
Mrs. Kay Brown 
Mr. & Mrs. Dominic Sarvello 



CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 87' 

12056 Glen Arm Road Glen Arm, MD 21057 
592-8031 

LONG GREEN VALLEY FLORISt 

lJOl York Road Lutherville, Maryland 2109J 30I·S83· U07 

WALTER L. BREWER INC 
TIMONIUM PLUMBING & HEAT~NG • 

MECHANICAL CONTRACTOR 
COMMERCIAL, RESIDENTIAL, INDUSTRIAL 

BATHROOMS - KITCHENS MODERNIZED 
KITCHEN CABINETS - DISHWASHERS - GARBAGE DISPOSALS 

BACKHOE & HAULING I TRENCHING I SEWER AUGER lNG 

l GAS- OIL- COAL- HEATING SPECIALISTS I 
AIR CONDITIONING 

WATER HEATERS FURNACES-BOILERS 
JET AND SUBMERGIBLE WATER SYSTEMS CERAMIC TILE 

3 ROOSEVELT 252-1414 TIMONIUM, MD 21093 

HATs orr 
to 

ftlavy Ann 7Jafman 
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TOWSONTOWN 
CENTRE 

A special mall that overflows with special things. 

BANKING 
American National 

Savings Assoc. 825-5330 
Bank of Baltimore 296-3800 
Equitable Bank N.A. 828-9666 
Provident Bank of MD 547-7319 

BEAUTY & BARBER 
Jacqueline Coady 828-8432 
Mer le\Norman Cosmetics 825-5546 
The Paragon Hair Salon 321-0533 

BOOKS, CARDS & GIFTS 
Cristi's of Towson 583-5833 
B. Dalton Bookseller 821-8070 
Glauber's Hallmark 583·7222 
Reflections of the Past 821-1692 
The Sassafras Shop Ltd. 494·0808 
Waldenbooks 821-7818 
Wicks 'N' Sticks 337-3513 

CHILDREN'S SPECIALTY 
Benetton 012 321-7133 
Circus World Toy Store 821·7535 
The Peanut Gallery 82J.l842 
Tender Age Boutique 321-1628 

FASHION SPECIALTY 
B. Jay Leather 583-7007 
Boutique Lingerie 337-8572 
Maternity Mart 828-9705 

FOOD SPECIALTY 
Bayside Fruit & Nut Co. 337-0745 
Garden Pantry 337-6711 
General Nutrition Center 821·9206 
Glauber 's Candies 583· 7222 
The Great Cookie 583-7355 
Real Fries 825·2155 
Towsontown Liquors 828-6678 

HOMEENTERTMNMENT 
The Camera Shop, Inc. 825-5440 
Radio Shack 821·8918 
Record World 821-8946 
Sound Waves 821-1818 

HOME FURNISHINGS 
Accents in Bath Fashions 821-6346 
Bendann Art Gallery 825-0585 
The Bombay Company 339-7147 
Deck the Walls 583-8779 
Grate Home & Fireplace 494-9411 
Kirby's Barn Door 337-8617 
Kitchen Bazaar 337-8900 
Pilgrim House Furniture 825-3500 
The Sassafras Shop, Ltd. 494·0808 
Scandia Down Shops 825-1660 
Scandinavian Gallery 823-4200 

JEWELRY 
A. H. Fetting Co. 825-1325 
The Added Touch 823-3189 
Radcliffe & Co. 321-6590 
Zales 828-5920 

MEN'S APPAREL 
Benetton 828-1317 
County Seat 821-7010 
EMS The Outdoors Specialists 296-1780 
Frank Leonard's 821-7400 
Hamburger 's 821-0110 
Reamer 's 821-0555 
Sisley 321-6533 
Wavedancer 583-5635 
Webster Men's Wear 823-3366 
Young's Men's Store 444-3732 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Churchill's Tobacco 494-0220 
Holiday Spa 828-7654 
Raimondi's Florist 321-0445 
Rite Aid 823-9816 
Town Tailor 337-3626 
Tuerke-Beckers 823-2800 

RESTAURANTS 
The Bagel Shoppe 825-2170 
Beefsteak Charlie's 296-0220 
Deli-Licious 321-1126 
Friendly's Restaurant 828-4866 
The Garden Cafe 337-6711 
The Orange Bowl 825-0694 
T.G.I. Friday's 828-4556 
Villa Ristorante 825-1183 

SERVICES 
B.G.&E. 825-0526 
Lord Balto. Cleaners 828-5015 
Pearle Vision Center 828-4133 
Towsontown Denta1583-7744 
Towsontown 1\'avel 583-8222 
U.S. Postal Service 

SHOES 
Athletic Attic 828-1331 
Champs 296-9400 
EMS The Sports Specialists 296-1780 
Hess Running Center 821-6473 

WOMEN'S APPAREL 
Benetton 828-1317 
Boutique Lingerie 337-8572 
Brooks 823-5919 
Carriage House 828-8155 
Carroll Reed 823-6320 
Casual Corner 825-8989 
Contempo Casuals 828-0883 
County Seat 821-7010 
Dress Barn 296·9246 
EMS The Sports Specialists 296-1780 
Frank Leonard's 821-7400 
Hamburger 's 821-0110 
Lane Bryant 825-0220 
The Limited 296-9275 
The Limited Express 321-8797 
Maternity Mart 828-9705 
Miller Brothers 825-1508 
Rosendorf Evans 321-8452 
Sisley 321-6533 
Sparrs 337-8853 
Ups 'N Downs 296-9863 
Wavedancer 583-5635 

Corner of Dulaney Valley Road & Fairmount Avenue, Towson. 
Plenty of free parking available. 

Open daily ten to nine. 
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Telephone: :iO] / 296-4414 
1427 York Road at Sen1inary Avermt' 
Luthervin~~ ~ 1\-larylaruJ 2109:i-60 1-J. 

BEST WISHES TO THE Cr.ASS OF 87 ' 

~ ~qe.. 1ewe1ry 
221-/0ifo . (ldtr 

321-1282 

514 YORK ROAD 
(next to Towson Movie) 

10% off products, 20% off services 
with student 1.0. 

CONGRATULATIONS '8? 

from th e 

ALUMNAE ASSOCI ATION 
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Best Wishes to Our 

Gamble Greats 
Laurie, Kathy, Lia, Felice, 
Molly, Sara, Robin, Dawn, 
Debbie, Erin, and Lisa ........... . 
WE WILL MISS YOUIIII 

HAPPY IS THE WOMAN WHO 
BELIEVES IN GOD FOA HIS 
PROMISES TO HER COME 
TRUE. 
LUKE 1:36 

YOU ALWAYS MAKE US PROUD, 
CHAISTIANEI 
MAY YOUR FUTURE BAING YOU 
CONTINUED HEALTH AND 
HAPPINESSI 

WITH LOTS OF LOVE, 
MAMI, DAD AND THOM. 
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TO THE CLASS OF 1987 

FROM STUDENT ACTIVITIES 

(,Ongt'O.TULATIONS o..nd 

BesT WtsHes To 

J~~~ 
~o-n/Yt(L jalvrrcnz 
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•MATCHING ENSEMBLES FOR All OCCASIONS 
•ASK ABOUT OUR FREE UMBRELLA RENT ALII 
•WEDDING & SHOWER FAVORS 
•" OVER THE HILL" BIRTHDAY PACKAGES 
•HELIUM FILLED BALLOONS 
•PLASTIC TABLEWARE 
•GREETING CARDS 
•GIFT WRAPPINGS 
•DECORATIONS 
•STREAMERS 

OPEN 
7DAYS 

•PAf>tti t'LA f i::S 
•:·iORNS 
•TABLEWARE 
•HATS & MASKS 
•HAWAIIAN LEIS 
•INVITATIONS 
•POSTERS & PRINTS 
FRAMED OR UNFRAMED 

•LARGE SELECTION OF 
RISQUE CARDS 

•SEE OUR AD UNDER BALLOONS 

~- ~ 321-5667 -
E:lZ3I Hou"' 9-8 (Mon<hy thru Friday) 9-S (Satunlay) I 2 Noon - S (Sunday) E 

15 West Chesapeake Avenue • Towson- (Next to Sunny's Surplus) 

CONGRATULATIONS, 
lisa 

WE ARE VERY PROUD OF YOU, 
AND WE LOVE YOU VERY MUCH. 

WE WISH YOU AND THE ENTIRE 
CLASS OF 1987 SUCCESS AND 
HAPPINESS. 

LOVE, 
MOM, DAD, AND ABBE 
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Suss ·
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su~. -th~U "Th~~~. ' ' A/tit - II PM 
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AND mOAt! 
10 WEST 5E.M \NA~Y.) LuTHE.R"' LLS., mD 
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IN THE 

Ur208 

~ Atn.•'!a 
\ 321-6780 

AI colege students with D 
~Discount 

THE ULTIMATE IN SKIN CARE 
FOR MEN • WOMEN 

321-6750 
Hair Act 
GAWRIA Suite 208 1407 York Rd. at Seminary 
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296-7200 
665-7200 

200 E. Joppa Road 
Suite 105 

Towson. Md . 21204 

RELIABLE 24 HOUR SERVICE 

Open e.vuy dAy 

[SOUR1'5J 
bS:f{LOONJ 
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CAFE ... BAKERY 

~.REE DELlYERY 
4ifYORK ROAJ) 
(DNa JN,..OC:K SOU1'H OF U&.c.Tt.L.&~ 

~~1~1I/If1 

'tO OtLPt (~~ s U..S;E, })e.z- ) 

Loner~tu.Lo.tt.on.s CLn..d.. Love. r 

'Would hke teo .;ongratulate 

MeliSSi:l R1111 Hill 
on her college greduc.t1on ! 

We w o uld like to '-'Ish you the t•est QS you " LE'e<VE' the NE'~l " 

and start a. nf"w h!e We do Clnd Q}WQYS \oV'Jlt 1..:-, veo vou 
N o w lets ill?€" you tQkti y o ur c..lma mQter to hPt:•rt 1::10d 

'' GOPHER IT! " 
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We hate to keep te.lling 
you that we are the best 
Greek Restaurant in Bal
timore but ... 

Authentic Greek Cuisine 

We love to show you we a rei 
Open everyday except Tuesday 
4805 Eastern Avenue 

in the heart of the Greek Community 

633-3750 

IKAROS: The Restaurant that rnade Greek 
food famous in Baltimore 



In Memory of 
Amy Bickel 

Laughing with joy over a new puppy 
Catching honeybees without getting stung 
Riding a bicycle with no training wheels 
But where has this "Simpleness" of life gone? 

Hiding in a tree from my mother 
Giggling as I watch her search for me 
Only now I am searching for myself Trying to reach out and 
understand 

Slowly the fantasy world of childhood fades 
The problems of now and tomorrow crowd in 
Time rushes on and I can ' t look back too long 
Again I race ahead to face reality. 

Dina-Athena Siganos 
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AS LONG, AS YOU LIVE AND REMEMBER -

YOUR LOVED ONE LIVES IN YOUR HEART! 

May tender memories 

soften your grief, 

May fond recollection 

bring you relief, 

And may you find comfort 

and peace in the thought 

of the joy that knowing 

your loved.one brought-

For time and space 

con never divide 

or keep your loved one 

from your side 

When memory paints 

in colors true 

The happy hours 

that belonged to you. 

Helen Steiner Rice 
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IN MEMORY 
OF DAWN ROBBINS 

MARCH 1 0 I 1966-MARCH 1 0 I 
1986 



DONNYBROOK FAIR 
1987 STAFF 

Editors-in-chief .................................... Dina-Athena Siganos & Holly lsbitsky 
Managing Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tammy Kemp 
Business Manager . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Holly lsbitsky 
Lay-out Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barbara Salazar 
Copy Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Denise Gotay 
Index Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . April Serig 
Assistant to Editors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Clark Venable & Nancy Morrison 
Photography Manager ....................... .... ...... ....... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . James Rainey 
Advertising Manager ............... ..... ......... .... ........ ......... Dina-Athena Siganos 

A VERY SPECIAL THANKS 
IS EXTENDED TO THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE: 
Randy Kilgore and Walsworth Publishing Co. 
James Rainey and Davor Photography. 
Dina-Athena Siganos for all the art work pages. 
Barbara Salazar and April Serig for working on layouts. 
Denise Gotay, Megan Orr, and Clark Venable for copy and index additions. 
Kristin Hatch, Nancy Morrison, and Heidi Smaltz for last minute layout work . 
Michele Biehle, Cynthia Earman, Hilary Thrasher , and Margaret Sacra for promoting Donnybrook. 
Polly Douglass for the Senior Seeton. 
SPECIAL THANKS TO: Marianne TenEyck and Julie Collier-Adams with love. 
And, lastly to all those people who helped continuously with making posters and those who kept the editors sane. 
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COLOPHON 
Donnybrook Fair is an annual publication written entirely by students for the student body for the past 

ninety-two years . However, this year the scenario was changed by the contribution of the administration. 
The administration put together one-quarter of the yearbook . Traditionally , this book has been finded by 
the Students' Activities' Fee and distributed by the student body on the last day of classes at Honors Convo
cation. This edition cost almost $23,000 to print, publish and re-print . The Student Activity Fee covered 
about 80% of the publishing costs. The remaining balance of our budget was raised by ad sales, parent 
contributions, annual auction, and a few bake sales . 

Donnybrook Fair was published by Walsworth Publishing Company. Randy Kilgore is the "Walsworth 
person" to whom we owe many thanks . We, the staff _want to express our sincere thanks and hope that 
they will continue to have a prosperous business with Goucher College. 600 copies of the 200 page 1987 
Donnybrook Fair was published. Some members of the senior class were photographed by Davor photos. 
Our appreciation extends to all of the people of Davor photos who helped us pull the yearbook together. 
James Rainey. a photographer for Davor photos, provided us with expertise on how to arrange the year
book pictures. The Book was printed on 80 pound glossy enamel paper . The primary type style varies from 
18 pts. to 8 pt. bold . Some of the photographs were contributed by students . 

The majority of the copy in this book was done by Denise Gotay. However, a few clubs and houses 
wrote their own copy . We would like to thank the people who contributed their time and effort to the year
book. Most of the groups did get their yearbook page items in on time and with very little energy . but 
we ·df<;) have some problems. The worst problem was the little amount of time we were given to pull it togeth
er . Also, many clubs and a few houses would not submit photographs/copy for the book . Therefore, these 
particular pages may appear to be lacking but this was their own choosing. To those students who did 
help us to produce full, interesting pages, our sincere thanks are extended. 

EPILOGUE 
This year of change brought a lot of unhappiness and hardship? We began the year knowing that Goucher was going coed and 

ended the year with two new yearbook editors. Trying to explain the yearbook 's situation this year would be an impossible task . 
Everything was going rather well as everyone imagines until the real nightmare began. 

During the month of January, the Administration put together 1/ 4 of the yearbook since all prior deadlines were not met. Not 
being able to cope with all the pressures, Beth Ridgely resigned as editor on January 30, 1987. We the new editors were chosen 
during a Student Org. meeting the first week of February. In order to receive a yearbook for Convocation. Randy Kilgore the publisher 
stated that we could only extend our deadline once more, which was set for Feb . 28th . Until the final day, the staff retook pictures, 
planned lay-out sessions and held their breaths. 

During the last week only six dedicated members, not including the editors came to finish the 132 pages that were left . Pulling 
the all nighter the night before the deadline was the time we needed our strength . We thank Gamble House for having a wonderful 
party. Without students walking around and conversing with the staff we would have never kept our good spirits. It seemed that 
the task of finishing 62 pages in one night would have been impossible. It was completed. At around 12:38 am we all went to the 
party for about 10 minutes and exclaimed that only 2 pages were left to be completed . It was a relief for all to hear . This was a 
very hard book to complete and therefore the quality is not as past yearbooks. But we hope that you will take everything that has 
happened under consideration and enjoy the year of change . 

Frankly we don't know what we would have done without the dedicated staff members . Without their help during the last week 
nothing would have been completed. This book required a lot of sacrifices for everyone. We are very pleased with the work these 
member accomplished . Each and every member desires a nobel prize . 

The first people would like to thank Tammy Kemp, Beth Seeley , and Meghan Orr without your help in recognizing the yearbook 's 
stance we would have never been informed of the severe crisis. We thank you from the bottom of our hearts for standing by our 
sides in times of need. 

Next we would like to thank Barbara Salazar. Being a student who had no prior layout experience her ideas and plans were just 
wonderful. She worked extremely hard and it definitely shows. April Serig, we greatly appreciate your time and effort in learning layout 
work . We thank you so much for helping Barbara in completing the club and faculty pages which took more than 1/2 of the yearbook . 

Denise Gotay- what would we have done without you . We can never thank you enough for all that type copy that you completed . 
You brought fantastic ideas and great caption titles. We hope that you will continue to think of bright ideas in the future . 

A special thanks goes to Nancy Morrison and her boyfriend Clark Venable. Without both of you none of the houses nor faculty 
could have been completed . Your neatness and talent prevail over others. We hope that you enjoyed helping us as much as we 
enjoyed your efforts . 

Lastly we want to thank all those who helped with last minute details. Kristin Hatch we really thank you for coming between classes 
and helping with the many missing photos. Your suggestions were greatly appreciated. 

We hope that this issue of Donnybrook Fair will always be remembered. It was a task which was completed in only 3 1/ 2 weeks. 
We hope you will like what we have accomplished can find yourselves among the many sections . Again we thank you and wish everyone 
many happy memories and successes in the future. The best of luck in unity for the next year 's staff, may everyone work together 
to complete the best yearbook ever . Good Luck . 
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